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Abstract

The principal objective for this licentiate thesis is to develop a methodology and evaluation model in order to make the future relative humidity in a screeded concrete slab predictable.

Residual moisture in screeded concrete slabs may redistribute to the top screed surface under semi-permeable flooring, thus elevating the relative humidity, RH, and possibly exceed the critical humidity level. Passing the critical humidity level may result in material damages on the flooring and adhesive. In order to avoid such damages there is a need of a methodology to estimate the maximum humidity obtained underneath flooring.

Several screeded concrete slabs with PVC flooring, were prepared to reproduce and monitor moisture distribution and the occurring redistribution. The moisture distribution before flooring and after a certain time of redistribution is presented. In addition, sorption isotherms including scanning curves were determined in a sorption balance for materials used in the floor constructions, viz, w/c 0.65 concrete, w/c 0.4 concrete, w/c 0.55 cement mortar, and Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, a self leveling flooring compound. Repeated absorption and desorption scanning curves starting from the desorption isotherm were also investigated.

Performed measurements enabled the development of both a qualitative and quantitative model designed to resemble the actual moisture redistribution and quantify the humidity achieved under flooring respectively. The hysteresis phenomenon of the sorption isotherm is considered in the model.

The model is well suited for estimations of the future RH underneath flooring in a screeded concrete slab and may also be used on homogenous slabs.
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1 Introduction

Moisture frequently challenges the building industry worldwide, not only as heavy downpours where flooding demolishes building foundations but also as environmental actions on buildings and as residual moisture in building materials causing less striking damages. Large quantities of residual moisture may be found in concrete, especially in high w/c ratio concrete. This moisture may cause damages to adjacent materials if the humidity level exceeds a certain critical level.

In order to prevent damages caused by residual moisture the expected maximum humidity level should remain below the critical level. A typical example is concrete floors where this maximum humidity level is achieved just beneath flooring when residual moisture inside the slab has been given time to redistribute. A lot would be gained if this expected humidity could be estimated, for instance, based on measurements performed prior to flooring. The critical humidity often is expressed in relative humidity, RH, which is convenient as RH in a material is a good measure of the expected moisture condition in adjacent material. In addition RH measurements on cement based materials are reliable and less affected by uncertainties compared to moisture content measurements [1].

In Sweden, there is a standardized method to examine the humidity in homogenous slabs prior to flooring in order to avoid exceeding the critical humidity level. An RH measurement is performed at a certain depth to estimate the RH obtained beneath flooring of homogenous slabs. Drying of a concrete slab on grade mainly occurs through the flooring. The RH in such a slab is determined at a depth of 0.4h, where h is the thickness of the slab. This depth is said to correspond to the maximum achieved RH beneath flooring.

The Swedish RH measurement method includes detailed instructions of how to report determined RH levels together with an estimation of the achieved uncertainty. Among others one factor adding to the uncertainty is possible temperature fluctuations. Former standards included such fluctuations with an estimated uncertainty. Logged in-situ measurements performed with certified equipment have shown unexpectedly large disturbances as a consequence of temperature fluctuations. This logging equipment developed to monitor the drying progress in concrete floors described in detail in paper I appendix, has changed the standards to also include temperature logging.

Swedish building industry still lacks an established method to employ on screeded slabs applied with flooring. Drying of screeded floors is besides surrounding climate affected by, i.a.,

- Individual thickness of structural slab and screed
- Internal moisture distribution of the screeded slab
- Moisture related properties, such as sorption isotherms and diffusion properties
- Diffusion properties of the flooring to be installed

This thesis presents a method to estimate moisture redistribution in a screeded concrete slab after the flooring is applied. The outcome is dependent on not only the comprising materials and initial conditions, but also the desorption and scanning isotherms. The method is also applicable on homogenous slabs with consideration taken to scanning. Moisture distribution
and its redistribution are described both qualitatively and quantitatively in chapter 3. The required inputs are described in chapter 4, where moisture properties like sorption isotherms and examples of repeated scanning curves, are shown. In chapter 5 a number of moisture profiles of screeded concrete slabs before and after flooring are shown. The suggested quantitative model has been applied on all these slabs in order to verify the model presented in chapter 3.
2 Theoretical background

2.1 Structure of cement based materials

Concrete may from a structural point of view, be treated as a structure of finite elements assembled together to form a unity. The model resolution is dependent on what experimental data that needs to be explained. Concrete may be treated as a homogenous material when results from moisture transport measurements through concrete are evaluated. Even though moisture has to move through very small pores there is no reason to begin from a pore flow model to reproduce the complete moisture transport through a concrete slab. Moisture transport through one single pore on the other hand definitely requires a finer resolution. Here moisture transport becomes affected by water molecules interacting with pore walls, cohesion forces, surface tension, and adsorbate, even polarity of the water molecules becomes increasingly important.

Fresh concrete made of water, cement and aggregate may be treated as a mixture of two separate phases, solid particles and a cement paste, see figure 1. Solid particles consist of well graded aggregate usually separated into two categories, coarse and fine. The main purpose of aggregate is to work as a filling material, reducing the cement content in the concrete mix. It also serves as a structure for the paste to fix during hardening. The amount of aggregate used depends on the application and workability requirements. Concrete mixes produced for heavy construction may contain coarse large stone aggregate, i.e., dams and bridge foundations. When self leveling properties are required finer aggregate are utilized.

![Figure 1. Illustration of concrete divided into two phases, white polygons and shaded area representing aggregate and cement paste respectively.](image)

The cement paste is a mix of water and cement. Many different properties of cement paste and hardened concrete is affected by the mass ratio between water and cement, W/C-ratio. This ratio quantifies the density of cement grains in the cement paste, see figure 2. The W/C-ratio affects pouring related properties important in fresh concrete, i.e. workability, stability and
setting. In the hardened state other properties are affected, i.a., pore size distribution, porosity, permeability, and diffusion coefficients, moisture content in relation to relative humidity, the sorption isotherm.

Figure 2. Illustration of a high water cement ratio to the left and a low water cement ratio to the right. Water, reaction products, CSH-gel, and cement grains are represented by the white area, lighter and darker shaded polygons respectively.

When cement and water are mixed chemical reactions initiate. The reaction occurring when water becomes chemically bound to the crystal structure of cement is called hydration. These reactions are strongly exothermal, which means that energy is released and the temperature increases. At an early stage the hydration rate is high as there are a lot of available unhydrated cement grains surrounded by liquid water. The rate accelerates with the temperature increase and is also influenced by the W/C-ratio, cement composition and the cement fineness. The process slows down when the amount of available water and unhydrated cement decrease. This results in a temperature decrease, eventually leveling with ambient temperature.

Needle shaped reaction products, Calcium-silicate-hydrates, CSH, start growing from the cement grains surfaces instantly after mixing, see figure 3. As they multiply and grow the needles soon bridge the water filled gap between cement grains and aggregate. The CSH-gel connects the solid particles forming a complex fine lattice, the concrete hardens. Needle growth continues as long as the available water volume exceeds about 2 times the volume needed for the reaction product [2]. Eventually the grain becomes completely covered with CSH-gel, which turns into a barrier that diminishes the water supply to the grain core. Cement in the grain core stays unhydrated until additional water diffuses through the barrier. Further core grain hydration takes place at a very low rate as the thickness of the barrier increases.

Figure 3. Polygons representing from left to right unhydrated, partly hydrated and almost completely hydrated cement grains. The hydration of a cement grain, the CSH-gel and the unhydrated core are shown as a lighter and darker shaded area respectively.

During hydration water becomes a part of the solid material. This bound water occupies about 75 % of its unbound volume. This reduction of water volume turns into small interconnected air voids in the cement paste, often classified as gel pores and capillary pores the former being smaller [3]. Larger pores originate form the mixing and pouring procedure. These pores altogether forms a system in which a liquid or gas may permeate.
All pores in the CSH-gel are irregular as they are made of needle shaped building blocks, their true shape has not yet been revealed. Many shapes have been presented throughout history in efforts to explain experimental data, one accepted model is the ink-bottle theory [4, 5]. This theory describes the pores as inkbottles with a narrow neck. Pictures taken with electron microscopy bear evidence that pores more likely should be treated as slit pores [6].

Theoretically, a pore may be identified as an empty space able to hold one atom. This definition however becomes impractical as such a small pore size is not measurable. A more practical definition for a pore could be a space able to withhold one or a few water molecules. The size of a free water molecule is about 3.5 Å. Pores in concrete vary in size from nanometers found in the CSH-gel, to centimeters, air voids remaining after pouring and compacting.

Some of these pores are partly filled with water, some are emptied as the water chemically binds in the lattice and some still remain water filled. Among others pore size distribution determines the concretes ability to bind water from the surrounding atmosphere, it also influence capillary suction. A large proportion of small pores increase the binding capacity at low RH-levels. Capillary suction is improved by smaller pore size but to a limited extent. When pores become too small, forces from the walls and flow resistance limits the maximum suction height.

2.2 Moisture fixation in cement based materials

This section presents two types of moisture binding in concrete and cement based screeds, chemical and physical fixation. Moisture becomes chemically fixed in the solid because of the cement/water reactions taking place during hydration. Moisture from residual water, exterior liquid sources, and surrounding air becomes physically fixed on material surfaces and in capillary pores by forces originating from molecular attraction, such as cohesion, adhesion, and adsorption.

In the surrounding air, which is a mixture of different gasses, moisture appears as vapor. The amount of water molecules in air is dependent on environmental conditions. Air above a plane water surface is for example completely saturated, see figure 4, meaning that the maximum water vapor content is reached. The water vapor content is exerting a partial pressure on the air, expressed in Pascal. At atmospheric pressure and temperatures the saturation vapor content is mainly dependent on the temperature.

![Figure 4. Illustration of water molecules in air moving randomly above a flat water surface.](image)

A practical way of defining the amount of humidity in air is to relate it to the saturation vapor content. This relation is often called the relative humidity, RH, and is expressed as a ratio.
between actual and saturation vapor content in percent RH (% RH). A proper definition of the moisture content in air includes both relative humidity and temperature. For example air containing 0.0086 kg/m³ at 20 °C is equal to a relative humidity of 50 % RH at 20 °C. The relative humidity is calculated using equation 1.

$$RH = \frac{v}{v_s}$$

The vapor content in indoor air is usually limited to about 0.004 - 0.020 kg/m³. Vapor will condense on material surfaces and become a liquid if the saturation vapor content is exceeded. This limit is called the dew point and is also referred to as the saturation vapor content, e.g. 0.0173 kg/m³ at 20 °C at sea level. The RH level in indoor air has been demonstrated to fluctuate between some 30 - 70 % RH [7]. Higher RH levels are frequently reached on a short time basis for instance in bathrooms when a resident takes a hot shower. RH below 30 % RH is also reached, for example, in hot indoor premises during winter time when the outdoor air moisture content is low.

### 2.2.1 Chemical moisture fixation

Moisture becomes a part of the solid structure as it reacts chemically with the cement grains. This moisture, referred to as chemically bound moisture, becomes bound to the material by strong ionic bindings as the concrete hardens. It takes a lot of energy or very low vapor pressures to break such bindings. Chemically bound moisture is released gradually as the temperature rises. Investigations on cement paste have shown a release of what is considered to be chemically bound moisture when subjected to increasingly lower RH levels, especially below 10 % RH [8, 9].

Removal of chemically bound moisture has been interpreted as breaking the structural solid. The amount of chemically bound water in concrete is strongly dependent on the amount of cement used in the concrete mix but also on the cement content alone.

Chemically bound moisture is moisture remaining in the sample after applying a particular drying method, various methods generate different results. In this work, water remaining after drying in air at 20 °C at 10 % RH has been considered to be chemically bound. This definition agrees well with observed RH levels in indoor premises.

### 2.2.2 Physical moisture fixation

Physical fixation of moisture vapor on a material surface is linked to the RH in adjacent air. Putting a completely dried well hardened concrete on a balance in humid air and the mass will increase. Water molecules will become attached to it and accumulate on exterior and interior surfaces, see figure 5. The energy surplus exhibited by the dry material surface will decrease as vapor molecules exhibiting energy deficit attach on the surface. This will happen as a result of the chemical potential difference of air borne water molecules and the water molecules attached to a material surface.
Water molecules are merely momentarily attached to the surface on locations called adsorption places. Bindings forming between molecules and surfaces are usually weak hydrogen or van der Waals forces. In contrast to ionic bindings these bindings are easily broken. Molecules continue accumulating on the surface until reaching the lowest possible energy level. This new energy level is called the equilibrium state. At this state an equal amount of molecules attaches to and leaves the surface. As the RH increases further water molecules attach on the surface for a longer time, ultimately forming a thin water film on the surface.

The process when water molecules are accumulating on a surface is called adsorption and the thin film formed is called an adsorbate, see figure 5. The opposite process is called desorption, when water molecules are released from the surface to the dry air.

Porous materials like concrete exhibit both exterior and interior surfaces available to adsorption, e.g. edges and pore wall surfaces. The pore surface area in ordinary concrete is in the range of 20 - 40 m²/g. This comparably large area partly explains porous materials ability to adsorb substantial amounts of moisture compared to solid nonporous materials such as metals. Pure adsorption only includes moisture attaching to the surface as a consequence of chemical potential differences.

As the RH increases further water molecules attach to the adsorbate ultimately generating a more liquid like film on the surface. There are many theories explaining the nature of adsorption and binding forces between adsorbed molecular layers. One example of monolayer adsorption is the Langmuir theory [10], multilayer adsorption theories includes the BET [11] and Dent’s to mention two of the theories. Dent’s equation shows similarities with adsorption isotherms determined for concrete at a relative humidity below some 45 % RH [3]. In Dent’s theory water molecules change their properties as they are absorbed on a surface. Adsorption on dry surfaces is believed to be stronger bound than on surfaces covered with water film. As more molecules become attached the thickness of water film increases, thus gradually decreasing the binding force.

Water surfaces in small pores will curve at the pore walls depending on surface tension forces acting between adsorbed moisture layers and the material. Suddenly at a certain RH a meniscus is created. This meniscus bridges the empty pore space separating the adsorbed
moisture layer, see figure 6 [12]. A hydrophilic, “water loving”, material such as concrete will exhibit concave water menisci. The concavity curvature at the pore wall becomes increasingly important as the pore size decreases, the capillary phenomenon exists at pore sizes between 1.4 nm - 0.1 µm. Below 1.4 nm the tensile strength of water is exceeded [3] therefore menisci are considered as nonexistent below this pore radius.

Figure 6. Illustration of water molecules moving above a curved water surface in a small pore in concrete.

Saturation pressure above a concave water surface is less than over a flat surface and also less over a flat surface than over a convex surface. The Young-Laplace equation defines the relationship between the pressure gradient across a closed elastic membrane or liquid film sphere and the surface tension in the membrane or film

$$p_a - p_b = -\frac{2\gamma}{r_1 + r_2}$$

where $p_a$ is the internal pressure and $p_b$ is the external pressure, $\gamma$, represents the surface tension, and $r_1$ and $r_2$ is the radii of curvature. This formula was used by Thomson 1871, to derive an expression of the saturation pressure, $p$, above a curved surface,

$$p = p_{sat} - \frac{\gamma \rho_v}{\rho_l - \rho_v} \left( \frac{1}{r_1} - \frac{1}{r_2} \right)$$

where $p_{sat}$ is the saturation pressure above a plane water surface, $\gamma$ is the surface tension, $\rho_v$ is the density of vapor, $\rho_l$ is the density of liquid, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are representing the two radii in the principal sections of the surface bonding liquid and vapor, being positive when concave [13]. The original equation notation is changed to the notation used in this thesis.

A more common used form of the Kelvin equation is the familiar expression,

$$\ln\left(\frac{p}{p_{sat}}\right) = \frac{2\gamma V_m}{T \cdot R \cdot r_m}$$

where $R$ is the gas constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature, $V_m$ is the molar volume and $r_m$ is the mean radius of curvature of the meniscus, also known as the Kelvin radius. This means that water molecules in air above a concave curved surface exceeding saturation pressure will condense on the water surface until a new equilibrium is reached, thus enlarging the radius.

The conceived radius is also known as the Kelvin radius. This process when moisture from the air condenses on a curved meniscus is called capillary condensation adding to the already
adsorbed moisture. The capillary condensation phenomenon is believed to exist at RH levels exceeding some 45 % RH; above this level capillary condensation becomes the superior moisture binding mechanism.

The common term used for adsorbed and capillary condensed moisture put together is absorbed moisture. Concrete is able to absorb substantial amounts of moisture, over 100 kg/m³.

Putting a wet well hardened concrete on a balance inside a cabin ventilated with dry air and the mass will decrease. Completely filled pores at the surface will lose water molecules to the air and menisci will develop as a consequence of the dry atmosphere. The forming menisci decrease the hydrostatic pressure and as a consequence air bubbles will spontaneously form inside pores that are larger than the minimum critical stable radius. Water corresponding to the air bubble volume will be transferred to the surface [14]. These menisci will break when the saturation pressure above the concave pore radius defined by the Young-Laplace equation is less than the actual vapor pressure. However, this breaking of the meniscus corresponds to a lower RH level than for creating the menisci. All corresponding pores in connection to the surrounding atmosphere at an equal pore size will in due time release moisture to the air.

A sorption isotherm is a property that defines the mass of physically bound water held in a material with respect to RH at a specific temperature. It expresses the equilibrium moisture content in a material in relation to the corresponding RH. The equilibrium moisture content at a certain RH is higher for a saturated cement based material subjected to drying than for a completely dry material moistened to the same RH. The former process, drying of a saturated material sample, is called desorption and the latter absorption. If a process change occurs, for instance from drying to wetting, the RH increases corresponding to a scanning curve. Such an isotherm, crosses the area between the desorption and absorption isotherm, and has a considerably lower moisture capacity compared to the desorption isotherm. The low moisture capacity means that a comparably low increase in moisture content gives rise to a high RH increase.

The desorption and absorption isotherm branches for a w/c 0.65 concrete at 20 °C is shown in figure 7. These branches are boundaries showing the extremes of the moisture binding capacity in a drying and a wetting mode. For concrete the desorption isotherm is found above the absorption isotherm. Inside this area span by the two sorption isotherms every combination of moisture content and RH is obtainable depending on the preceding moisture history. The area span by the two boundary sorption branches will be referred to as the main boundary loop.
When a material like concrete after initial drying is rewetted at some RH level the increase in RH will give rise to a new isotherm, scanning curve or scanning curve, see dash dotted line in figure 7. The moisture content will increase but at a lower pace compared to the reduction during desorption. The new isotherm will cross the main boundary loop and move toward the absorption isotherm. At first the path is more or less parallel to the x-axis and the moisture content slowly increases.

This slow increase in moisture content is suggested to be a consequence of adsorption occurring on the pore area set free at desorption. As wetting continues the main moisture binding mechanism will gradually change from adsorption on the available pore area to capillary condensation, hence the significant raise at an increasing RH level.

A material showing a desorption isotherm separated from the absorption isotherm is said to exhibit hysteresis. A general definition of the hysteresis phenomenon by Everett [15] states that

‘A process is said to exhibit hysteresis if, when the direction of change of an independent variable x is reversed, a dependent variable Y fails to retrace the values through which it passed in the forward process; the dependent variable “lags behind” in its attempt to follow the changes in the independent variable...’

In other words a material is said to exhibit hysteresis if the moisture content in a material during desorption fails to retrace its values back when absorbing moisture. The moisture content at a certain RH is dependent on the preceding moisture state in a material exhibiting
hysteresis. Cement based materials like concrete usually exhibit hysteresis to a variable degree.

There are a number of theories of why adsorption hysteresis occurs in a porous material like concrete. The classical ink-bottle theory developed from two articles by Kraemer [4] and McBain [5] is one example of a model which explains the hysteresis phenomenon. The ink bottle theory is based on the assumption that the pores are interconnected with varying sizes of radii and have the shape of ink bottles.

One key requirement for adsorption hysteresis to occur is that there is at least one spontaneous irreversible step change when shifting from a drying to a wetting mode. This irreversible step could be ascribed to exist in an open ended cylinder where the building of a meniscus does not happen at the same humidity as for breaking it, see figure 8. This means that the capillary condensation phenomenon on its own is not enough to achieve hysteresis. In a tapering pore, see figure 8, capillary condensation should occur reversibly, as capillary condensation during absorption occurs at the same RH level as it ceases during desorption.

Figure 8. Illustration of a concave meniscus formed in a pore tapering pore and a cylindrical pore as a consequence multiple layers of water molecules and capillary condensation, r is equal to the Kelvin radius.
Figure 9. Illustration of the moisture capacity of a w/c 0.65 concrete including the moisture capacity of a scanning curve determined in the 80 - 95 % RH range. The moisture capacity of the desorption isotherm is represented by the solid line, absorption scanning curve by the dash dotted line, and the absorption isotherm by the dashed line.

The moisture capacity for a certain RH is determined by using equation 5,

\[ \text{moisture capacity} = \frac{\partial W_e}{\partial RH} \]  

where \( \partial W_e \) represents the difference in evaporable water in kg, \( \partial RH \) represents the difference in relative humidity in % RH.

This property shows how much a moisture content change is affecting the achieved RH. Figure 9 shows that a change in RH from 70 - 80 % RH does not change the moisture capacity as much as a change from 80 - 90 % RH does. In other words a steep sloping isotherm gives rise to a high moisture capacity and a gentle sloping isotherm gives rise to a low moisture capacity. This means that small moisture transfers from wet to dry regions in a concrete change the RH level according to the previous history for the moisture receiving region.

### 2.3 Moisture transport in cement based materials

There are three basic mechanisms governing moisture flow through a material viz capillary suction, diffusion and convection. Moisture flow through a cement based material like concrete is mainly governed by capillary suction and diffusion. Transport of moisture through gas convection, i.e. air, originating form external pressure difference is insignificant in this study.
Diffusion is defined as transport of matter through a fluid, air or liquid, due to differences in chemical potential, both occurring in cement based materials. The chemical potential may be described as concentration differences occurring from unevenly distributed molecules in a confined fluid volume. The molecules eventually become uniformly distributed with time because of diffusion. Such transport is spontaneous and comes from the random motion exhibited by all molecules immersed in a fluid.

The predominant diffusion in concrete takes place as water vapor transferred through air in the communicating pore system. Diffusion of entrained air through water also takes place in partly filled capillaries. Moisture diffusion also exists on a molecular level on the pore walls in the thin layer of adsorbed water molecules; such diffusion is insignificant from a macroscopic perspective.

The rate of diffusion in concrete is dependent on the porosity, moisture content and tortuosity of the concrete. The diffusion rate increases with porosity and decreases with moisture content and tortuosity.

One-dimensional diffusion through a slice of material, see figure 10, is described by Fick’s first law.

\[ J_v = -\delta_v \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \]  

(6)

where, \( J_v \), represents the diffusion moisture flow, \( \delta_v \), represents the vapor diffusion coefficient, \( v \), represents the vapor content, and \( x \), represents the depth from surface.

![Figure 10. Diffusion through a slice of material governed by a vapor potential difference.](image)

Diffusion through a pore, see figure 11, is limited by the pore area perpendicular to moisture transport. As the vapor pressure increases the accumulating moisture adsorbed on the pore walls reduces the available area and the moisture transport therefore decreases.
As the humidity increases further moisture will adsorb on the pore walls until capillary condensation occurs which fills the pore, see figure 12. At this point moisture transport as diffusion through the pore comes to an end. On the other hand, as continuous water paths develop in the pores the moisture flow increases by orders of magnitude due to capillary suction.

One-dimensional moisture flow due to capillary suction in a pore is derived from Poiseuilles equation describing laminar flow between to plates or in this case a cylindrical pore,

\[ J_l = -\frac{k_p \cdot \partial p_w}{\eta \cdot \partial x} \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \( J_l \) represents moisture flow due to pressure differences, \( k_p \) represents permeability, \( p_w \) represents pore water pressure, \( \eta \) represents viscosity, and \( x \) represents the length.

The total flow is a sum of both diffusion and capillary suction given by equation 8.
\[ J_{\text{tot}} = J_v + J_l \Rightarrow J_{\text{tot}} = -\delta r \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} - \frac{k_p \cdot \partial p_w}{\eta \cdot \partial x} \tag{8} \]

However, it has up to this date not been possible to separate these two moisture flows. Diffusion and capillary suction are therefore usually treated as one, interpreted to one resistance coefficient, called the diffusion coefficient see figure 13.

Figure 13. This is an illustration of the moisture flow in relation to relative humidity. The dotted line represents moisture flow as capillary suction, the dashed line diffusion and the thick solid line the total moisture flow.

Irregularities of the pore system are described by the tortuosity factor, see figure 14. The tortuosity factor, \( \tau \), indicates the distance a water molecule has to travel to flow through the material, a tortuosity factor of 1 indicating a straight path.

Figure 14. Principal figure of the tortuosity, some pores are filled with water. Solid lines represent pore walls and dashed lines represents absorbed layer of water molecules. The arrows represent the direction of moisture flow.
- 2 Theoretical background -
3 Models

In this chapter the old model for residual moisture in homogenous slabs is presented in the first section. New models for residual moisture in screeded slabs are presented. The second and third section of this chapter presents a qualitative and quantitative model of moisture redistribution in screeded slabs.

3.1 Previous model

In 1978 a method was developed to determine the future maximum humidity obtained beneath flooring in a drying homogenous concrete slab [1]. This model is based on the assumption that no moisture leaves the slab after flooring, that the slab base is also sealed, and that isothermal conditions are valid. The residual moisture inside a sealed slab will redistribute until the RH level settles on a uniform vertical level, see figure 15.

This method only gives a rough RH estimation as it is based on a computer simulation performed where a homogenous w/c 0.65 concrete slab is subjected to single sided drying. According to this model a standard depth of 0.4 h was decided as an equivalent depth where the humidity level is equal to the maximum RH later achieved beneath the flooring. This relation between RH before and after flooring is based on a computer simulation performed in the late 1970’s, where a homogenous 100 mm concrete slab is drying from one side at 20°C and 40 % RH, [1]. Depending on the simulated drying time before flooring the depth from the surface varied between 0.35 and 0.42 of the slab thickness. The simulations are based on the simplification that the RH and moisture content may be described in one single equation. The relationship between RH and moisture content, sorption isotherm, is far more complex.

A sorption isotherm for a single concrete mixture was used in the simulation, without considering hysteresis. This left out hysteresis may have an impact on the estimated RH obtained from the simulation.

The method is not applicable to screeded floors. A new method is therefore needed in order to estimate the maximum humidity in such floors, a common construction today. This method is also applicable on homogenous floor slab constructions and is an improvement to the current
model. In the next section moisture redistribution is described qualitatively. In section 3.3 a proposed quantitative model is described.

### 3.2 Qualitative model

In this section a qualitative model is presented which describes the RH distribution for a two material combination, e.g., a screeded concrete slab. Three distinctive phases, drying of slab, screed application and drying, and Redistribution after flooring, illustrate important stages from a moisture distribution perspective in the production of a screeded floor. These phases are presented together with a corresponding sorption isotherm in figure 16.

![Figure 16. Phase 1 shows the distribution of residual moisture in a concrete slab. A wet screed is applied in phase 2 and subjected to drying, and finally moisture redistributes after flooring. Underneath a typical sorption isotherm is shown where a<sub>i</sub> and b<sub>i</sub> indicate two material sections and index indicates the corresponding phase number.](image-url)

P1: Drying of slab
P2: Screed application and drying
P3: Redistribution after flooring
The slab represents a homogenous slab sealed at the base drying upward. Thick dotted lines show the starting moisture distribution in each phase and solid thick lines represent the moisture distribution just before entering the next phase. The moisture distribution in phase 1 is included as a thin dotted line in phase 3 to facilitate comprehending of the overall moisture redistribution changes and corresponding changes in the sorption isotherm. These changes are indicated for two slab sections, \( a_{1,3} \) and \( b_{1,3} \), which are particularly interesting from a moisture redistribution perspective.

In the first phase a single sided drying concrete slab is shown, the moisture distribution clearly demonstrates a high slab base humidity and a lower slab surface humidity. A wet screed is applied on the semi dry concrete slab in the second phase. This wet screed dries through the top surface simultaneously moisture penetrates through the slab top. Later, some of the moisture redistributes toward the slab base. In addition the screed top dries as shown before leaving the second phase. Finally, the third phase shows the moisture distribution when leaving phase 2, and after flooring when internal moisture redistribution is completed.

In figure 16 letters (a) and (b) represent material sections where moisture content follows a particular path in the typical sorption isotherm diagram displayed in the same figure. Letter (a) corresponds to a section somewhat above the slab center. In the first phase the moisture content decreases, following the desorption isotherm down to point \( a_1 \). Subsequently, after screed application, this section’s moisture content increases, following an absorption scanning curve up to point \( a_2 \) and finishes at point \( a_3 \). Letter (b) illustrates a material section where the moisture content decreases to point \( b_1 \), following the desorption isotherm. In phase 2 the moisture content increases by following an absorption scanning curve up to point \( b_2 \) and finally decreases finishing at point \( b_3 \) by following a desorption scanning curve.

### 3.3 Quantitative model

A theoretical model is proposed, that suggests how to estimate the future moisture distribution in a screeded slab occurring after flooring is applied. The following simplifications are made:

- no further drying of the slab will occur
- isothermal conditions
- moisture transport is not considered
- residual moisture at the time of flooring becomes equally distributed through the slab

If a screeded slab is sealed the residual moisture will redistribute ultimately attaining a uniform vertical RH distribution, \( RH_{\infty} \), see figure 17. The moisture content change in each section is given provided each section’s moisture history, RH change, and moisture capacity are known. As the moisture content will be maintained in the sealed slab it is possible to calculate the uniform RH level. This is done by adding all sections’ change of moisture content. As no moisture is lost this sum is zero. The solution to this problem is obtained by iteration.
Figure 17. (a) Illustration of the RH distribution, solid line, in a screeded slab before flooring. The dashed line illustrates a possible uniform RH distribution after sealing. Illustration (b) shows a typical sorption isotherm including one scanning curve.

Based on the assumption that no moisture will escape from the screeded slab, the uniform RH level will settle somewhere in between the extremes of the RH distribution prior to sealing. A reasonable initial guess would end up in the midpoint of the two extremes. Next step will be to determine the moisture history of each section in order to assign a realistic moisture capacity.

Judging from the qualitative model both the slab base and screed sections have only experienced drying prior to flooring. Therefore they must be assumed to have reached their moisture content and corresponding RH level by following the desorption isotherm. Top slab sections, on the other hand, have experienced both drying and wetting prior to flooring, thus obtaining their moisture content and RH level by following a scanning curve. The above qualitative analysis is of great importance when determining the future redistribution of moisture.

The future moisture content in each section is determined from the preceding drying-wetting history as well as expected moisture gains or losses to adjacent sections in the future. If a section following a desorption isotherm will lose moisture to attain the guessed RH level its moisture capacity will be determined from the desorption isotherm. If on the other hand a section follows the desorption isotherm and suddenly starts to gain moisture, the moisture capacity is obtained from a scanning curve. And finally, sections already following an absorption scanning curve will in the future either continue to follow the absorption scanning curve or if losing moisture following a scanning desorption isotherm.

Applying the assumption about no further drying, the moisture content of the screeded slabs, per square meter, is constant before and after the flooring.
The above reasoning taken together with the above simplifications could be interpreted to an arithmetic expression equation 9,

$$\sum_{\Delta x_i} (R_{iH} - RH_{\infty}) \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i = 0$$

(9)

where $R_{iH} \% RH$ represents the average RH level determined in segment $d_i \text{ [m]}$

$w \text{ [kg/m}^3\text{]}$ represents the section's moisture content,

$$\left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_{i} \text{ [kg/(m}^3 \% \text{RH}]}$$

represents the average moisture capacity of section $d_i$

obtained from the sorption (scanning) isotherm at current RH.

Equation 9 shows the change in moisture content with respect to each section’s change from $R_{iH}$ to $RH_{\infty}$. As the slab is assumed sealed no moisture is lost, thus the sum of all sections moisture content changes is 0 (zero). By rearranging equation 9, equation 10 is obtained.

$$\sum_{\Delta x_i} R_{iH} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i - \sum_{\Delta x_i} RH_{\infty} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i = 0$$

(10)

or

$$\sum_{\Delta x_i} R_{iH} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i = \sum_{\Delta x_i} RH_{\infty} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i$$

(11)

As the uniform RH, $RH_{\infty}$, is constant throughout the slab it may be moved outside the summation mark.

$$\sum_{\Delta x_i} R_{iH} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i = RH_{\infty} \sum_{\Delta x_i} d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i$$

(12)

Finally the sum of left side of equation 12 is divided by the sum of section thickness multiplied by moisture capacity leaving the uniform RH, $RH_{\infty}$, alone on the right side resulting in equation 13.

$$RH_{\infty} = \frac{\sum_{\Delta x_i} R_{iH} \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i}{\sum_{\Delta x_i} d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i}$$

(13)

The resulting $RH_{\infty}$ is thereafter compared to the initial guess. If the difference is large then a new calculation needs to be performed by replacing the initially guessed $RH_{\infty}$ with the resulting $RH_{\infty}$ as the moisture capacities for each section changes accordingly.
4 Experimental

In this chapter the performed experimental works are presented. The manufacturing of a number of screeded floor slabs and different materials used in this work is presented in section 4.1. The sorption measurements used to determine sorption isotherms of the used materials is described in section 4.2 including results obtained from the performed measurements. Two methods to determine both absorption and consecutive desorption scanning curves, a comparison between the two and results from used methods are presented in section 4.3. Finally, section 4.4 presents a method to evaluate moisture transport properties together with obtained results from measurements performed on the some of the used materials.

4.1 General description of experimental works

The conducted experimental works has followed two basic courses. First of all, test specimens in three batches were manufactured aiming to replicate the essential character of three common screeded concrete floor constructions. Secondly the material properties were investigated on samples continuously extracted from the floor constructions in order to seize possible property transformations.

Batch 1 was intended to replicate a homogenous slab on ground, Batch 2, a level separating floor construction, and finally Batch 3 an end point hollow core slab. These batches were produced in full scale regarding thickness, covering an area of 0.5 - 1 m², see figure 18.

In total nine concrete floor slabs were produced in this research. Eight homogenous slabs were manufactured at the laboratory and one hollow core slab was delivered from a factory. The homogenous slabs were prepared to reproduce two different screed application scenarios, application on a slab subjected to a short period of drying and application on a slab subjected to a longer period of drying. The hollow core slab was prepared to reproduce a situation, where a centre hollow core is filled with concrete at the slab end prior to screed and flooring application.

Four cement based materials were used to manufacture the screeded slabs, see table 1. The homogenous structural slabs were manufactured by using a w/c 0.65 concrete, C. Cement mortar w/c 0.55, M, and Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, SFC were used for screed application. Both
the concrete and mortar was mixed and poured at the laboratory. The flooring compound was delivered as a dry power mix from the factory. Water was added to the dry powder and mixed in the laboratory according to instructions from the manufacturer. Finally, the hollow core slab was manufactured in a factory by using a w/c 0.4 concrete, $C_{HCS}$.

Table 1. Mixture for each used material. Quantities are presented in kg/m$^3$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>C M</th>
<th>C M</th>
<th>C M</th>
<th>C M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/c ratio 0.65</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM II/A-LL 42.5 R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM I 52.5 R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminous cement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite 0.002-0.1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0.1-1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0-8 mm</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 6-13 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 8-12 mm</td>
<td>489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel 8-16 mm</td>
<td>489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenium 51</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mixture according to manufacturer mass-% of dry powder, density~1900 kg/m$^3$

All slabs were subjected to certain drying times in suitable climate rooms before and after screed application. Then a PVC flooring, 2 mm Tarkett Eminent, was installed all nine slabs by using an adhesive, CascoProff Solid. Material combinations and application sequences are described in detail in table 2.

Table 2. Slab material combination, application sequence, and drying plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Batch No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>$C_{HCS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Drying [days]</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>28$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screed</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>SFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Drying [days]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive [m$^3$/l]</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooring</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redistr.[days]</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ Initial drying time of the C filling of the mid core, the HCS is cast approx. 60 days earlier.

The humidity distribution was determined in each slab prior to floor application on samples obtained by using a core drill, see figure 19. Subsequent to floor installation the slabs were put back into the climate room. The moisture distribution was determined once more after a certain time of moisture redistribution, see table 2. These moisture distributions are shown in chapter 5. A detailed description of slab preparation, material application and used climate conditions is found in paper IV, appendix.
Figure 19. The remaining hole from Ø 90 mm core drill, after extracting samples to moisture distribution determination before flooring. Drilling was performed from the top in a homogenous slab from Batch 1. Note the clear breaking zone separating the mortar screed from the concrete material.

4.2 Sorption measurements

Several sorption measurements were performed on a number of small material samples, 20 - 100 mg, which were obtained from the floor constructions. All but two material samples were chiseled out from the material top surface at a depth of about 20 - 25 mm. The two other samples were taken from 200 mm depth of one of the concrete slabs. To avoid carbonated material 10 - 15 mm of the surface material was cut off. The samples were mainly removed from material subjected to a certain drying time in a 60 % RH at a temperature of 20 °C. Details of the sorption isotherm evaluation are presented in paper III together with results.

A gravimetric vapor sorption balance, DVS, was used for all sorption isotherm determinations. Its key component is a balance, Cahn D-200 that continuously determines the mass of a sample subjected to a sequence of well defined constant or variable RH levels. These RH levels are generated from a mixture of dry and saturated nitrogen gas. The generated humid gas stream is split in two before one half passes the reference and the other passes the sample pan. In order to achieve stable conditions the balance is installed inside a climate controlled cabinet. For a detailed description of the sorption balance see paper II, appendix.

Desorption, absorption and scanning curves were determined by changing the RH in the sorption balance stepwise in a certain sequence. The measurements always started with a saturated specimen. Typical RH sequences are shown in figure 20 and 21. The difference between the two sequences is the RH-changing during scanning where drying is followed by wetting or wetting is followed by drying. In figure 20 it is done with a gradual RH-change with time. In figure 21 it is done stepwise.
Figure 20. Illustration of a typical RH test sequence used in paper III, where an absorption and desorption scanning curve is determined by using a linearly increasing and decreasing RH.

Figure 21. Illustration showing a typical test cycle for determining the boundary sorption isotherm loop including inner scanning curve loops by using the most recent method, where RH step changes are used, instead of linearly increasing/decreasing RH.

Each sample was put on a saturated piece of cloth inside a sealed glass container minimum 24 hours prior to the test, in order to become capillary saturated. Subsequently it was loaded into the sorption balance and subjected to the test sequence.
In order to obtain the asymptotic mass corresponding to each RH level, see figure 22, each RH step was evaluated by curve fitting according to equation 14,

\[ m(t) = m_f - (m_f - m_0)e^{-k(t-t_0)} \]  

(14)

where \( m(t) \) represents the sample mass at the time \( t \), \( m_0 \) is the initial mass for each curve fitting, \( m_f \) represents the asymptotic final mass, \( k \) is a curve fitting constant and \( t_0 \) is the initial time for each curve fitting. The best fitting curve was obtained by the least squares method. This curve fitting is further explained in paper III, appendix. Note that the sample was not subjected to 0 % RH until the final step of each test sequence, see figure 20 and 21. This arrangement of the 0 % RH step was decided based on the hypothesis that chemical moisture may be released at RH levels below 10 % RH, thus destroying the material structure, see section 2.2.1. The dry mass was therefore obtained from the curve fitted asymptotic mass at 10 % RH.

![Figure 22. Curve fitting of the recorded mass in an RH step to determine the asymptotic final mass for each RH step.](image)

Sorption isotherms were determined for four different materials, two concretes, C and CHCS, cement mortar M, and one flooring compound, SFC. The moisture content is quantified as the evaporable moisture content, \( w_e \), divided by cement content, \( C \), for material C, CHCS, and M. The cement content was estimated by first quantifying the Ca content in each C, M, and CHCS sample. This was accomplished by using inductively coupled plasma atom emission spectroscopy, ICP-AES, for a detailed description see paper III, appendix. For material SFC the moisture content per mass of material is represented as a fraction of mass at 10 % RH.

Desorption and absorption isotherms for the four materials are shown in figures 23 – 27, where the results in paper III are compared with data for new samples. For concrete C
different sorption isotherms were obtained depending on the depth where the sample originated. The other materials showed a smaller deviation.

Figure 23. Sorption isotherms determined for three samples of material C. One sample, 16 months old, represented by the dash dotted line is removed from the upper corner edge part of a slab about 2 cm from the surface facing air. The other two samples, 9 and 12 months old, are removed from central parts 2 cm from the base surface.

Figure 24. Sorption isotherm determined for one sample of material C_{HCS}. 
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Figure 25. Sorption isotherms determined for two samples of material M, w/c 0.55 cement mortar. The dashed line represents a sample subjected to drying for 1 month in 60 % RH and the solid line 12 months of drying at the same conditions.

Figure 26. Sorption isotherms determined for three samples of material SFC, Floor 4310 Fibre Flow.
4.3 Scanning curves

In each of the first test series, two scanning curves were obtained by two sections of linearly increasing/decreasing RH, ramp, one commencing from the desorption isotherm and the other from the absorption isotherm. This method was previously used for determining scanning curves for self leveling flooring compounds [16]. The RH level was kept constant for a certain time before and after the scanning determination sequence, in order to achieve sample mass equilibrium. However, as equilibrium, in a strict sense, was not obtained from the prior RH level no matter how long RH was kept constant, the scanning ramp initially became disturbed by a mass loss/gain, see figure 27.

![Figure 27. Equilibrium is not obtained before the RH ramp starts at 1440 min and 70 % RH.](image)

In figure 27 the x-axis represents time in minutes, the left hand y-axis represents sample mass in mg and the right hand y-axis represents RH in % RH. As can be seen in figure 27 the sample mass, solid line, still decreases beyond 1440 minutes, even though the generated RH increases, dashed line. Therefore a time lag effect was achieved. In addition, the achieved error increased even more as the curve fitted asymptotic mass was used.

This effect was compensated by linearly super imposing the achieved difference between the recorded and asymptotic mass thereby reducing the error. Unfortunately, it was not feasible to apply curve fitting according to equation 14 on scanning sections determined from a linearly increasing/decreasing RH. Instead a calculation was performed to compensate the obtained time lag effect, by linearly superimposing the achieved difference between recorded and
asymptotic mass. The curve fitting method, time lag compensation, and obtained sorption isotherms are presented in detail in paper III, appendix.

The test sequence for scanning curve determination was modified by inserting a step wise RH change before the gradual RH change see figure 28. In this way it was possible to compare a scanning curve evaluated by using equation 15 with a scanning curve obtained by using the time lag compensation evaluation.

![Figure 28](image)

**Figure 28.** Detail of test sequence for comparing one scanning curve obtained by stepwise RH-changes with a scanning curve obtained by gradual RH-changes.

Results from this investigation clearly show that the scanning curve slope increases faster by using the stepwise RH-changing method, see figure 29. The scanning curve obtained by using the recorded sample mass, dashed line, contain less moisture compared to the scanning curve obtained by using the time lag compensation, solid line. In turn, the scanning curve obtained from stepwise changing the ramp, dash dotted line, contains more moisture compared to the time compensated scanning curve obtained from the ramp.
Figure 29. A comparison of the absorption scanning curves determined by using original data, a gradual RH-change (time lag compensated), and a stepwise RH-change, dashed, solid, and dash dotted line respectively. The point of origin represent the starting points at the desorption isotherm where scanning starts.

In order to decrease possible remaining time lag effects, the previous method was further developed in the later test series. By substituting the RH ramps in the test sequence with a sequence of small discrete RH steps potential time lag effects were minimized see figure 21 in the previous section. Thus the attained scanning curves were less affected by the non existing equilibrium caused by earlier RH steps.

These new set of scanning curves were solely starting from the desorption isotherm. In addition, the scanning absorption curves were directly followed by a desorption scanning curve, thus forming a small loop inside the main boundary loop. This approach was chosen, as such a sequence of moisture changes may occur in a concrete slab top surface when a screed is applied.

Figure 30 gives an example that illustrates where the different scanning curves are located in reference to the sorption isotherm.
Figure 30. The top diagram shows the absorption and desorption isotherm of a w/c 0.65 concrete including a number of sequential scanning curves starting at different RH, 90, 80 and 70 % RH. This sample is taken 20 mm from the slab base. The bottom diagram shows a detail of the achieved scanning curves where arrows indicate if absorption or desorption scanning are determined.
4.3.1 Absorption scanning curves

To be able to show the scanning curves in detail, curves for different starting points on the desorption isotherm have been combined into one diagram from the starting point at the desorption isotherm.

Figures 31 - 34, display absorption scanning curves starting from RH$_0$ on the desorption isotherm for each separate material. Curves marked RH$_0$= 82.5 are not “pure” absorption scanning curves. Originally they started scanning at 80 % RH, but experienced a number of inner absorption/desorption scanning cycles before starting at 82.5 % RH, inner scanning.

The x-axis in figures 31 - 34, represents the change in RH. The y-axis in figures 31 - 33, represents the change in We/C, in figure 34, the y-axis represents the change in moisture content. The starting point of each scanning curve is indicated as RH$_0$ at the end of each displayed absorption scanning curve, line markers indicate the determined $\Delta$We/C with reference to the starting point. The dashed line in figure 31 suggests an estimated absorption scanning curve beginning from 50 % RH, since the moisture content was not determined on intermediate RH steps.

Figure 31. Absorption scanning curves for three samples of w/c 0.65 concrete, material C, expressed as changes of We/C and RH from the starting point RH$_0$ of the desorption isotherm. The three line markers stars, squares, and diamonds represent three separate samples.
Figure 32. Absorption scanning curves determined for one sample of w/c 0.40 concrete, material CHCS.

Figure 33. Absorption scanning curves determined for one sample of w/c 0.55 cement mortar, material M.
Figure 34. Absorption scanning curves determined for one sample of Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, material SFC.

There is a clear relationship between the achieved absorption scanning curves and the starting point on the desorption isotherm. The slope of an absorption scanning curve starting at a lower RH increases at a lower rate than a slope starting from a higher RH level. In addition the spread of the achieved absorption scanning curves spread is low.

The absorption scanning curves achieved at a starting point of 90 % RH appear to be linear, in figures 31 - 33. Such results were obtained since the moisture content was not determined for intermediate RH levels.

4.3.2 Desorption scanning curves
Desorption scanning curves are shown in a similar way as the absorption isotherm with the starting point of the absorption scanning curve as a common reference.

Figures 35 - 38, display desorption scanning curves starting from the end point of a prior absorption scanning curve. The x-axis in figures 35 - 38, represents the change in RH. The y-axis in figures 35 - 37, represents the change in We/C, in figure 38, the y-axis represents the change in moisture content. RH₀ defines the starting point on the preceding absorption scanning curve, line markers indicate the obtained ΔWe/C.
Figure 35. Desorption scanning curves starting from the absorption scanning curve for w/c 0.65 concrete, material C, expressed as changes of We/C and RH from the starting point RH₀ of the absorption scanning curve.

Figure 36. Desorption scanning curves starting from the absorption scanning curve for w/c 0.40 concrete, material C_HCS.
The determined desorption scanning curves clearly show that they are dependent on the starting point RH, RH₀. In addition the larger part of the desorption scanning curve
approximately ends on the starting point. This suggests that an absorption scanning curve taking off from the desorption isotherm at a particular moisture content returns to the starting point thus closing the loop. The path back is dependent on where the absorption ends and desorption starts. The above may imply that if a complete saturation would occur when absorbing moisture, then the desorption scanning curve would follow the desorption isotherm when returning to the starting point provided no change in material characteristics, i.a., hydration would occur throughout the saturation procedure.

4.4 Moisture transport properties

Moisture redistribution through a screeded concrete slab is slow. Therefore it may take a long time to reach a complete redistribution. When flooring is applied early on a humid screed, thus achieving an uneven moisture distribution, the model may underestimate the actual humidity obtained beneath the flooring, because the “local” redistribution in the screed is much faster than the over all redistribution in the whole slab. To be able to quantify these effects moisture transport properties must be known. However, such considerations was not included the quantitative model described in chapter 3. Measurements on moisture transport coefficients were determined in order to illustrate possible differences of the used materials and to be used if such considerations should be included in future model development.

Moisture transport coefficients were determined for C, M, SFC, and coated plywood by using the cup method. This method is based on moisture loss determinations performed on closed impermeable vessels, where the top is “sealed” with the investigated semi-permeable material. The cup is stored in a climate room where the surrounding climate is kept constant at 55 % RH and 20 °C.

A small container of saturated salt solution is put inside the vessel, see figure 39. The mass of each vessel is determined on a calibrated balance, hence monitoring the expected mass loss. Several humidity levels may be achieved inside the vessel by using a number of different salt solutions. In this study maximum five different salt solutions were used to generate a specific RH at 20 °C [17], see table 3.

![Figure 39. Illustration from [18] displaying the cup used to determine diffusion coefficients on material C, M, SFC and coated plywood. Figures in mm.](image)
Table 3. Five different salt solutions and deionised water and corresponding generated RH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salt solution</th>
<th>NaBr</th>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>KCl</th>
<th>KNO₃</th>
<th>K₂SO₄</th>
<th>H₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RH [% RH at 20 ºC]</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>85.1</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cylindrical samples of w/c 0.65 concrete, w/c 0.55 cement mortar, and Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, were extracted from Batch 1 by using a water lubricated core drill. These cores were subdivided into 13 - 20 mm thick discs by using a wet saw, in order to separate screed from concrete material and to obtain smooth specimen surfaces. Mean diffusion coefficients for w/c 0.65 concrete were determined by using four to nine discs per each salt solution. Mean diffusion coefficients for the two screeds were determined by using one to two discs per each salt solution.

The mean diffusion coefficients for plywood were determined on three discs per each salt solution. Mean flows were calculated and used to calculate the air layer between the salt solution surface and the base of the specimen, thus achieving the actual boundary RH. The final evaluation of average diffusion coefficients were performed by using a method described in [18].

Diffusion coefficients for the flooring material, Tarkett Eminent, were determined on one sample per each RH level, by using glass cups with a larger diameter, 183 mm, to reduce possible edge effects.

Figure 40. Mean diffusion coefficient of material, C, w/c 0.65 concrete, M, w/c 0.55 cement mortar, and SFC, Floor 4310 Fibre Flow. The diffusion coefficient was determined in the interval 55 - 100 % RH.
Figure 41. Mean diffusion coefficient of a Tarkett Eminent, 2 mm, homogenous PVC flooring. The diffusion coefficient was determined in the interval 55 - 97.6 % RH.

Figure 42. Mean diffusion coefficient for coated plywood 13 mm, used as formwork. The diffusion coefficient was determined in the interval 55 - 97.6 % RH.
The results of the evaluated mean diffusion coefficient for the w/c 0.65, see figure 40, shows the most reliable results, since it was determined on several discs per each salt solution. The results from the w/c 0.55 cement mortar and Floor 4310 Fibre Flow were determined material on a few discs per each salt solution thus the uncertainty increases. The mean diffusion coefficient between 55 % RH and 60 % RH seems too low in comparison to the higher levels. This is possibly either a consequence of the low difference between the outside and the inside climate or an error in the generated 55 % RH climate.

The mean diffusion coefficient of the PVC flooring material shown in figure 41 is two orders of magnitude lower than for the cement based materials, thus it is less permeable than those materials.

Mean diffusion coefficients for coated 13 mm plywood, determined on three discs per salt solution shown in figure 42, are of the same magnitude as for the cement based materials. The mean diffusion coefficient in the 55 - 60 % RH range is unexpectedly low. The plywood sample cups were stored in the same climate room as the concrete sample cups, thus the low mean diffusion coefficients may be explained correspondingly.
5 Model validation

Moisture distributions were determined for nine screeded slabs at several occasions before and after flooring, see paper IV, appendix. The future moisture profiles were evaluated by using the proposed method in chapter 3. Each diagram in figures 43 - 47 shows the screeded slab’s moisture distribution before flooring, dashed lines, and after a certain time of redistribution, solid lines. In addition, the evaluated uniform RH level is shown as a thick dashed line in each diagram.

The complete iteration procedure is shown in table 4, where slab 4 serves as an example.

Table 4. The calculation of the future uniform moisture distribution inside a screeded concrete slab is performed according to the quantitative model presented in section 3.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>d_i (m)</th>
<th>RH_i [% RH]</th>
<th>( \frac{\partial W_e}{\partial \text{RH}_i} )</th>
<th>d_i (kg/m^2)</th>
<th>( \frac{\partial W_e}{\partial \text{RH}_i} )</th>
<th>RH_i (kg/m^2)</th>
<th>1:st iteration</th>
<th>2:nd iteration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00-0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0906</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02-0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04-0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>1.326</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06-0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.08-0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.10-0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>86.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0732</td>
<td>6.2616</td>
<td>0.0572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH_{∞}</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eq.13 ⇒ 6.2616 = 85.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eq.13 ⇒ 4.9123 = 85.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Judging from the determined moisture distribution the maximum RH, 86.5 % RH, is found in the 0.06-0.08 m section and the minimum RH, 75.5 % RH, is found in the 0.00-0.02 m section. Therefore an initial guess of the uniform moisture distribution RH_{∞} according to the model should be the midpoint in that interval, 81 % RH. The moisture capacity in each section is calculated by using the desorption isotherms for sections where the determined RH is above 81 % RH and absorption scanning curves where the RH is below 81 % RH. These moisture capacities are derived from the results presented in section 4.2 and 4.3.

The desorption isotherm moisture capacity is evaluated from the w/c 0.65 concrete, see figure 23, for one of the two samples removed 20 mm from the base surface. The moisture capacity for the screed is determined from the used screed, w/c 0.55 cement mortar, see figure 25. The moisture capacity from the absorption scanning curves for w/c 0.65 concrete and w/c 0.55 cement mortar are evaluated from figure 31 and 33 respectively.

Equation 13, section 3.3, gives an RH_{∞} = 85.5 which is significantly higher than the initial guess of the uniform moisture distribution. Therefore a second iteration is performed where the uniform moisture distribution, RH_{∞}, is assumed to be 85.5 % RH.

In the second iteration the moisture capacity in section 0.02-0.04 m is evaluated by using the absorption scanning curve diagram. In the first iteration the desorption isotherm was used, but since the RH level in this point, 82.5 % RH, now becomes less than the assumed RH_{∞}=85.5 % RH, the absorption scanning curve diagram is more appropriate to use. This change of the
assumed RH∞ also affects the moisture capacity evaluation for section 0.04-0.06 m, where the RH level is less than 85.5 % RH. Thus the absorption scanning curve should be used instead of the desorption isotherm.

The second iteration gives an RH∞ = 85.9 % RH. A better precision is not obtainable.

In each diagram the RH is found on the x-axis and the vertical distance in mm from the slab surface is shown on the y-axis, positive figures for increasing depth. The line markers represent the obtained RH level in each section. Flooring installation is defined as day 0 (zero) and each legend states when the profile was obtained in relation to flooring.

The different materials used for each screeded slab is indicated in the diagrams, C representing w/c 0.65 concrete, C_HCS representing w/c 0.4 concrete, SFC representing Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, and M representing w/c 0.55 cement mortar.

Figure 43. Moisture distribution determined for two SFC screeded concrete slabs on plywood at the time of flooring, thin dashed line, after complete redistribution predicted by the model, thick dashed line, and after x days of redistribution, thick solid line.
Figure 44. Moisture distribution determined for two M screeded concrete slabs on plywood.

Figure 45. Moisture distribution determined for the M and SFC screeded concrete slabs.
Figure 46. Moisture distribution determined for the M and SFC screeded concrete slabs.

Figure 47. Moisture distribution determined for three separate sections of the SFC screeded hollow core slab, with one core hole filled with material C. Section 150-180 and 180-210 in vertical section HCS 2 were judged as outliers and therefore excluded from the estimation of future RH distribution.
6 Discussion and conclusions

The model is dependent on the initial moisture distribution through the screeded slab. Determination of such a distribution is performed before flooring either in situ or in a laboratory on extracted samples. A detailed description of this distribution may reduce the uncertainty. Dividing each material into a larger number of sections may be beneficial as the higher resolution may reveal unexpected moisture level changes, thus enhancing the knowledge about the moisture history. The knowledge of the slabs’ internal moisture distribution scatter increases by performing multiple moisture distribution sampling.

The current status of the floor construction should be described as detailed as possible in terms of comprising materials, layer thicknesses and moisture distribution. A rough description may give rise to a large uncertainty.

The moisture distribution is determined on representative sections. The total thickness of each material limits the number of feasible subdivisions. Each material should be treated separately, meaning that mixtures of materials are unfavorable. Determination of RH on thin material layers, below 10 mm may be difficult both because of possible moisture losses when sampling and equipment installation requirements.

The screeded slab is divided into separate vertically discrete sections of a certain thickness. As the initial moisture distribution in the slab is unknown it may be determined on sections equally thick. However, as the moisture profile is very steep in certain sections the determined profile may be misleading, especially in sections close to the surface.

Due to limitations of the employed measurements a certain section size may be required to minimize uncertainties. Individual section depths could be assigned if the overall distribution is known from former measurements. If the moisture distribution is determined on material samples, these should be collected in a way that enough material from each depth is obtained. If the moisture distribution is determined in situ using drilled in sensors, each sensor should determine the RH in the vertical mid point of each section.

The proposed qualitative model for estimating the moisture distribution in a screeded concrete slab fits the verifying experiments and serves as an illustration of how moisture may redistribute inside such a slab. The quantitative estimations of moisture distribution after flooring indicate a similarity to the results obtained from the performed experiments. However, the humidity in the verifying screeded slabs has not yet been completely redistributed given the limited redistribution time.

The humidity distribution determined 206 days after flooring in slab 1 indicates that the maximum RH is not yet reached, see figure 43. The higher RH level obtained at the 30 mm level indicates that additional moisture will be transported upwards thus increasing the level about 1 % RH. The results obtained from slab 2 and 4 clearly demonstrate that moisture will redistribute from the 30 mm level to the 10 mm level, see figures 43 and 44. It is very likely that the future RH level beneath flooring will increase about 3 - 5 % RH compared to the obtained top RH levels.

The determined RH distribution in slab 3 shows a higher RH level in the 0-20 mm section than in the 20-40 mm section, see figure 44. This may be a consequence of measurement
uncertainty as such an increase most likely could not be explained by moisture redistributing from deeper laying sections. Disregarding this possible future humidity increase, raise the proposed quantitative model gives results about 1 - 8 % RH on the safe side judging from slab 1 - 4. However, including the expected future raise for slab 1, 2 and 4 the overestimation shrinks to about 1 - 3 % RH.

Applying the quantitative estimation on slab 5 and 6 results in a 2 - 7 % RH higher humidity at the 10 and 30 mm level determined 269 days after flooring, see figure 45. However, based on this moisture distribution a further increase in humidity is very likely to occur. Judging from the determined moisture distribution the screed RH may increase about 3 - 8 % RH. Including this future suggested increase the quantitative model underestimates the screed humidity of about 1 - 2 % RH.

Applying the quantitative model on slab 7 and 8, the screed humidity estimation is higher than that obtained for slab 7 and slightly lower for slab 8, see figure 46. However, neither of the screeds maximum humidity is reached yet. It may be expected that the humidity may increase about 6 - 7 % RH for slab 7 and about 2 - 3 % RH for slab 8. Incorporating these expected increases the future screed humidity in slab 7 will be underestimated by 1 - 2 % RH and about 3 - 4 % RH in slab 8.

Comparing results from humidity distribution measurements with the estimated future uniform RH, the filled core, HCS3, shows about 5 - 10 % RH higher humidity level at the 10 - 30 mm level, see figure 47. However, considering future upward moisture redistribution the final humidity level in the screed may increase to about 90 % RH, thus reducing the apparent overestimation to some 2 - 3 % RH. The moisture profiles determined for vertical sections HCS 1 and 2 are in addition to vertical moisture redistribution also affected by horizontal moisture redistribution. The quantitative model is not designed to be used in such cases and therefore the estimated future moisture distribution is uncertain in those two vertical sections.

Neither the time aspects nor possible drying is included in the model. This may be beneficial when the screed is very dry at the time of flooring. On the other hand when the screed humidity is high, the time needed for redistribution has a negative impact of the achieved humidity below flooring, it will be higher than expected. The slow moisture transport in concrete is the key factor reducing the speed of moisture redistribution. Drying from the floor construction through both flooring and slab base will favorably affect the obtained screed humidity level as the average humidity decreases, thus reducing the maximum humidity beneath flooring.

In addition an uneven temperature distribution may affect the moisture distribution. Measurements performed on site that shows that the temperature on average is higher on the slab base than on the slab top, the report also shows that irregular temperature fluctuations are common on a construction site [19]. The lower average temperature in the floor top may have a negative effect on the humidity distribution as moisture then is transferred to the colder upper side, thus increasing the humidity.

The model uses an average moisture capacity to calculate the new moisture content at the estimated future RH distribution, see figure 48.
Figure 48. The average moisture capacity shown for two separate sections of a screeded slab, one for the desorption isotherms and one for the scanning curve. The uniform RH after redistribution is shown as a vertical dotted line.

It is possible to develop software which is able to estimate the moisture distribution underneath flooring according to the proposed quantitative model. However, additional data on isotherms for concrete mixtures and screed compounds, not included in this research, needs to be further investigated. The software would require a model for estimating scanning curves for different materials as such isotherms are not available for all expected conditions.

The sorption balance used for determining sorption isotherms is very useful for cement-based materials [20-22]. Besides reduced labor costs, the speed of determining one desorption and absorption isotherm is increased by a factor of 10 compared to the previously used climate chamber method [23, 24]. Such high speed isotherm determination is beneficial as uncertainties arising from hydration are reduced. In addition, sorption balances are accurate enough to perform scanning curve investigations. Testing is undertaken in a carbonate free environment thus preventing carbonation. However, one drawback is the high initial cost of the sorption balance.

In paper III, several scanning curves were presented for concrete, mortar and one self leveling flooring compound. All these scanning curves were investigated by subjecting the material sample to a linearly increasing/decreasing RH in a sorption balance. This method has previously been used in [20]. However, small but significant time lag effects were achieved as a consequence of the slow moisture exchange between the passing gas stream and the samples. These were minimized by linearly distributing the error originating from the start and the ending levels on the scanning curve. After this linear error distribution the time lag effects were reduced.
The small time lag effect may be further reduced by using an RH step change sequence for evaluating scanning curves. In this way there is a possibility to extrapolate each step’s final mass instead of using linearly distributed errors, thus further reducing possible time lag effects.

Results from the repeated scanning sorption isotherms investigations indicate that the moisture content is recovered when returning to the desorption isotherm after performing one scanning curve loop.
7 Future research

The results from this research have raised a number of questions that needs to be investigated to develop the model further.

Additional inputs, such as sorption isotherms including scanning curves for other concrete mixtures and screeds is needed to decrease uncertainties of the proposed model. Desorption isotherms determined for samples extracted from shallow parts of concrete showed a decrease with time to bind moisture by absorption. Samples extracted from deeper lying parts also showed a decrease in the ability to bind moisture by absorption. These two findings may have an impact on moisture redistribution.

Moisture flow is temperature dependent and variable thermal conditions were not investigated in this thesis. Future research should investigate if there is and how large impact a non uniform temperature distribution has on initial and future moisture redistribution in screeded slabs. A few measurements have been presented in a short report where the temperature was higher in the slab base than on the top of a storey separating slab. Such a temperature difference would increase the upward moisture flow thus increasing the achieved maximum humidity beneath flooring.

As the sorption isotherm is temperature dependent and low temperatures regularly occur during construction, additional sorption isotherms should be determined for temperatures other than 20 °C.

The model does not take into consideration time lag effects and possible drying through the flooring material and an open base surface. Drying will decrease the achieved humidity beneath flooring, thus reducing the risk of moisture related damages.

A detailed analysis of the involved uncertainties and how it may affect the estimated maximum humidity level is not performed in this work. However, uncertainties originating from a lot of sources are briefly mentioned in the next four paragraphs.

First of all the, the uncertainty involved in RH determinations of each section will affect the over all achieved uncertainty. However, when determining a complete distribution throughout an entire screeded slab the over all moisture distribution uncertainty decreases. Sections may be regarded as outliers, disqualifying them from further analysis.

Secondly, by performing a detailed moisture distribution determination throughout the entire slab by subdividing it into many horizontal sections, a lower uncertainty may be obtained. The adverse, a higher achieved uncertainty, will follow if performing a non sufficient, poor, low resolution, or incomplete moisture distribution determination. In such a case it is not possible to disregard outliers.

Thirdly, possible non uniform temperature distributions occurring may also add to the uncertainty, since such are not included in the model. Such a non uniform temperature distribution will redirect moisture flow from warmer towards colder sections inside the screeded slab, thus reaching a non uniform moisture distribution.
A fourth uncertainty source is possible drying occurring through the slab base and flooring. Further drying will reduce the achieved humidity level underneath the flooring and will reduce the maximum achieved humidity beneath flooring.

The magnitude of the mentioned uncertainties needs to be further investigated in future research. Some of the above stated sources of uncertainty affect the achieved maximum humidity more than others. Some may even possibly be disregarded.
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SUMMARY:
It is important to measure the relative humidity, RH, level in a concrete slab before applying semi
permeable flooring to the surface. If the moisture level in the concrete is too high when the flooring is
applied the high alkali level in combination with the moisture will degrade the adhesive.

This paper describes a new system used to continuously measure and monitor RH in situ during the
construction stage. The paper includes descriptions of the method, an authentic measurement, and also
how to evaluate results given by the measuring equipment. The presented results are taken from
measurements performed on a construction site where the RH has been monitored, via the mobile phone
network.

1. Introduction

Drying of concrete is a slow process and frequent measurements appear redundant. However, there are
benefits to be achieved from frequently measuring RH. First of all frequently performed measurements
make it possible to follow how fast the concrete is drying in existing climate and secondly it is possible to
estimate the remaining drying time until the flooring may be applied.

This paper describes a newly developed system for logging and monitoring in-situ measurements of RH.
The system is called Betongdatorn Fukt 5.0. In short, an RH sensor, Humi-Guard, is installed in a hole
drilled into the concrete slab. When the RH sensor is installed it is connected to an instrument that transmits
readings to a data logger. Measurements from both temperature and RH are stored at an optional rate in the
data logger which is located indoors on the building site. The data logger is connected to a GSM-link. The
software Betongdatorn Fukt 5.0, is installed on a computer with a modem. The modem is used to connect to
the data logger via the GSM-Link. Data from the data logger is accessed and transmitted to the computer
via the mobile phone network. Evaluations of the measurements are performed on a specially designed
Excel spread sheet. Calculations of the uncertainties involved when measuring are performed for each in-
situ measurement individually in the specially designed Excel spread sheet.

There are many different methods for measuring RH in concrete in-situ, e.g. measurements in drilled holes
using instruments from Humi-Guard, Vaisala, Testo, RBK (2001), e.g. measurements in drilled holes using
a metal rod with wood and metal discs to measure a complete RH profile through a slab, Sjöberg (2004).
Today in Sweden, the main part of RH measurements in concrete are performed manually. RH is, in best
cases, measured about once or twice each month about two months before the flooring is applied. More
commonly RH measurements are carried out about one week or less before the flooring. The actual
measurements are carried out either as in-situ measurements or as measurements on samples removed from
the concrete.

Measuring RH of a concrete slab in-situ is rather time consuming. When measurements are performed in
situ, the RH sensor needs up to 4 days after installation to reach equilibrium according to RBK (2001).
However, after this initial phase of reaching equilibrium, the RH and temperature can be measured
anytime. In Sweden building companies purchase these measurements from other companies. In order to
get a regular day-by-day follow up of the drying process of a concrete slab a computerized data acquisition
system was developed by Skanska Sweden AB in 2002, Åhs (2002).
Today the high rate of construction demands carefully planning of forthcoming activities as accurately as possible in order to optimize construction. When planning applying semi-permeable flooring, e.g. PVC, to a concrete slab, time for drying needs to be taken into account, since time is often a critical parameter during construction. Very often construction time is limited and drying of concrete is slow, this makes it important to be able to estimate the time needed for the concrete to reach a certain level of RH.

If the RH is too high, there is a risk to create future moisture related problems. The adhesive may degrade due to the high moisture and alkali levels and create harmful emissions Sjöberg (1999, 2001a). These emissions are believed to have an essential role in the sick building syndrome Kumlin et al (1994), Sjöberg (1999, 2000), Hall (2003).

The common way to determine RH in concrete slabs is to measure RH just before attaching flooring. If requirements are not fulfilled the contractor often has no time to let the concrete dry further and the flooring is applied anyhow.

This may cause problems in the future since the moisture redistributes after flooring is applied. Moisture moves from areas with high moisture content to areas with lower moisture content and thus increases RH in the former dry areas. This process continues until equilibrium is established, if ever, and takes many months or even years. Underneath the flooring, the RH increases until it reaches a maximum level. The adhesive will degrade if the obtained RH level is too high. The problem is hidden on a short time basis since the problem with degrading adhesive does not occur until about 1 or 2 years.

If the RH on the other hand would be measured frequently, starting a long time before applying PVC flooring, then the contractor can take measures to speed up the drying process. This could lead to a faster and more reliable prognosis making of when the earliest possible date of flooring could be identified.

One other problem when measuring RH in-situ is the temperature stability during construction. In many cases temperature stability during construction is very poor because the building is not finished yet. Often doors, windows and insulation in walls and roof are not installed when the measurements are to be performed. The unstable temperature results in very uncertain measurement results. If the temperature has recently been very high and suddenly decreases fast, the reading shows to high RH and vice versa.

The newly developed system of logging RH has revealed unknown behaviour of how the Humi-Guard RH-sensor is working and how the actual temperature in concrete changes in time.

2. Method

This method for measuring RH in concrete is based on in situ measurements performed in a concrete slab.

A Ø16 mm hole is drilled in the concrete to a certain depth minimum 35 mm from surface. The depth of the hole is determined depending on the drying situation.

The depth of the hole is measured to ensure that you have reached the desired depth. Then the hole is carefully cleaned from concrete particles and dust using a vacuum cleaner or an air pump. A cylindrical brush is used to remove dust from the holes inner surface. A special manufactured measurement tube with a rubber sealing in the bottom is after cleansing inserted in the hole. The rubber sealing is open to the concrete surface and fitted tight to the sides of the hole. Sealing paste is put in between the measurement tube and the top of drilled hole to both fix the tube and also to prevent air movements from interfering with the measurements.

A leak detector is used to find out if the installation of the measurement tube is air tight fitted to the hole. If a leak is detected, the leak should be sealed and new tests are performed until no leak is detected.

After this a RH sensor, Humi-Guard shown in figure 1, is attached/fixed to a rubber plug contact, see figure 1, and promptly, approximately within 30 s, inserted in the measurement tube using a special rubber plug installing device. The RH sensor is read using a conductance meter shortly after installing it in the measurement tube. If the reading from the sensor is above 2 µS, the installation of the sensor has been carried out promptly enough. If the reading is below 2 µS then the sensor shall be replaced with a new sensor. After a successful sensor installation a rubber plug is inserted in the measurement tube to ensure that the whole installation is air proof.
The RH sensor is sensitive to RH changes and for one time use only. Its operating range in RH is (75 – 95) %.

Sensors must be kept in a moisture controlled environment during storing. The RH sensor is sensitive to low RH, if the sensor has been exposed to below 75% RH for more than 30 seconds it may be damaged.

The RH sensor is constructed from two thin electrodes made of silver that are attached on the opposite sites of a small plastic core. The RH sensor is approximately Ø2 mm and 14 mm long. A fibrous body of polypropene containing a hygroscopic electrolyte is spun like a web close-coiled around both the plastic core and the two silver threads. The electric conduction of the hygroscopic electrolyte is dependent on the moisture and to some extent the temperature in the ambient air and the conductance between the two electrodes changes accordingly.

**FIG. 1. Humi-Guard sensor attached on a rubber plug contact.**

In close proximity to the RH sensor a temperature sensor is fixed on the rubber plug which is fitted into the measurement tube. The measurement tube and rubber plug contact, sealing, and concrete create an air tight space. Another rubber plug is inserted in the top of the measurement tube to prevent dirt and large air movements from interfering with the measurement. Four thin wires from the sensors are squeezed tight using the top rubber plug. The wires are connected to a specially designed transmitter, which is fixed on a steel frame next to the drilled hole, see figure 2.

The temperature sensor is a thermistor with an operating range between (0 - 40) °C.

Mineral wool with a thickness of about 70 mm covering (250*250) mm² is placed on top of the concrete as insulation to reduce temperature fluctuations from affecting the RH results.
FIG. 2. Transmitter and insulation on top of concrete at the measuring position

The instrument in the transmitter measures the conductance between the two silver threads and the temperature from the thermistor. The transmitter sends the data at an optional rate to the receiver via an antenna. It is able to transmit data to the receiver at a distance of 3 km if free sight in between the transmitter and the receiver. The data logger stores data at an optional rate ranging from 1 s up to once a month.

The software receives data from the data logger. The data is compared to data that is obtained from a reference system. The reference system is constructed from an insulated aluminium block. Inside the aluminium block 2-4 RH generating cells from a uniform batch are installed. The cells are made of a small glass container filled with a roll of cloth wetted in hygroscopic water solution. These cells generate a very accurate RH of about 85.1%. Each batch of reference cells are inspected at an UKAS accredited laboratory. Above these cells RH sensors from the same batch are positioned. The software is used to calculate the RH values from the sensor in the concrete using a special algorithm that includes how the sensors from the same batch reacts to a known RH which is provided by the reference system.

3. Test results

In the in-situ measurement the RH and temperature were measured for a concrete layer cast on top of a hollow core slab. The top layer concrete was never subjected to any additional water in terms of rain since it was cast after the roofing was completed.

Data has been logged at an hourly rate during a period of 3.5 months starting from late April and ending in mid August 2004.

The RH (thick line) is represented on the left hand y-axis and the temperature (thin line) is represented on the right hand y-axis, see figure 3. The x-axis represents time.

During the first 5 weeks no insulation was on top of the concrete where the measurement was performed. In this period both the temperature and the RH fluctuates quite much and the mean RH is about 90% and the mean temperature is about 15 °C. The heating system was not running during this period. The drying rate is low during this period. A piece of mineral wool was put on top of the measuring point after 5 weeks and at the same time the heating system was turned on. The purpose of placing insulation on top of the measuring point was to reduce the amplitude of the fluctuations of the temperature. The amplitude of the temperature
and RH were both reduced very much and the insulation served its purpose. During the following 15 weeks the mean temperature was about 20 °C and the mean RH was about 85 % RH.

During the measuring period the RH in the concrete has varied between 83.9 % to 94.4 % RH and the temperature has varied between 8.5 °C to 24.7 °C

![Graph showing RH and temperature fluctuations](image)

**FIG. 3.** Relative humidity (thick line) and temperature (thin line) measurements performed during a period of 3.5 months in a concrete slab w/c 0.38.

### 4. Discussion

The RH and temperature both fluctuate on a daily basis, see figure 3. This fluctuation is probably corresponding to the temperature outdoors, however the outdoor temperature was not measured during the period. During the first part when the measured spot is uninsulated both curves shows larger fluctuations than during the latter part.

During the first month with no insulation the RH sensor does not measure RH in the concrete accurately. The result is affected by the temperature changes to some extent. Since RH rises each time the temperature drops it is obvious that the RH sensor is affected by the surrounding air. When the temperature in air suddenly drops, the RH level increases instantaneously, a temperature drop of 1 °C in air leads to approximately a rise in RH of 5 % RH. In contradistinction to air, the RH in a material drops when the temperature decrease however the drop of RH is small, less than 0.3% RH, Nilsson (1980, 1987), Sjöberg et al (2002).

The amplitude of RH fluctuations declines from ±2.5 %-units down to ±0.5 %-units, when the measurement spot is insulated. The result is now in harmony with established theories for moisture mechanics in material and earlier research performed in laboratory. In laboratory it has been shown that the RH rises between 0.1 – 0.5 %-unit/°C depending on w/c-ratio and RH level. The insulation is interfering with the drying process. The insulation put on top acts as an additional obstacle for the water to pass through when the concrete slab is drying. The resistance for the water to pass through the mineral wool insulation corresponds to about 2-3 mm of extra concrete put on top.

It is possible to explain the behaviour in the uninsulated period in two different ways.

The materials in the drilled hole i.e. air, concrete, plastic tube, RH sensor, temperature sensor, sealing paste and rubber plug absorb moisture at different rates. When the temperature suddenly drops in the system the equilibrium is no longer present. The RH in the air instantly increases and the materials in the system suddenly all has a lower RH than the air. The materials respond to this increase of RH by absorbing surplus moisture from the air by diffusion. The rate of absorption is both dependent on the geometry of the
measurement system and how quick the materials absorb water. The concrete at the bottom of the hole is quite slow to absorb water both because of a small exposing area and because of the concretes moisture properties. The RH sensor, however, which both has a larger exposing area and absorbs water quicker than concrete, reacts immediately and therefore a rise in RH, is measured. Another possible explanation is that differences in temperature or differences in how fast the temperature changes in concrete, air, temperature sensor and RH sensor affects the results.

The newly developed system of logging RH has enlightened this behaviour of the measuring sensor and how the actual temperature in concrete changes in time.

To detect fast changes of a studied parameter a high frequency in data acquisition is required. On the other hand long term measurements produce large amounts of data if the frequency is high.

One advantage of logging data from an RH sensor is that when measuring RH manually you are not able to determine if you have measured during a time when the RH is increasing or if it is decreasing. When logging data you may notice fluctuations.

The data acquired in many cases gives a better view of changes which is not possible to detect manually. Slow changes on the other hand are also hard to monitor if the changes are too small to determine on a day by day basis. Unexpected events are also much easier to detect when the measurements are performed by an automatic system.

5. Conclusion

Betongdatorn Fukt 5.0 logging system compared to manually performed measurements gives a better view of how the drying process is proceeding in a concrete slab, e.g. on a construction site.

The system presents both temperature and RH in a diagram and this makes it easy to follow how the drying in the concrete is progressing. The diagram also shows if the temperature is stable enough to make a reading of RH. The drying rate of concrete is clearly shown in the diagram and this gives you an instrument to evaluate if the existing drying climate conditions are satisfactory.

The diagram also makes it quite easy to make a prognosis of when the RH is low enough to apply the flooring.

There is a risk that manually performed measurements are made when the temperature has recently peaked, e.g. when the sun has warmed the measured spot. Measurements performed just after a temperature peak shows a much lower RH than the actual RH. Betongdatorn Fukt 5.0 makes it possible to distinguish misleading results of this kind.
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ABSTRACT
Sorption of humidity in surface materials is a crucial parameter for the moisture balance in the indoor air. In a similar way, sorption of indoor pollutants in surface materials is important for the level of, for example, VOCs and other compounds in the indoor air. Knowledge of sorption capacity and sorption rate is of fundamental importance when indoor air quality is modeled.

This paper describes studies of sorption phenomena made with a sorption balance. It includes descriptions of the method and one measurement, and it shows how the evaluation is performed. In the study, steady state sorption phenomena have been measured for a surface material used in furniture and clothes. The procedure for water vapor sorption has been studied.

INDEX TERMS
Sorption phenomena, sorption balance, steady state, dynamic state

INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, several models for simulating indoor air quality have been developed of different scientists all over the world, for example Damain et al. (2002) and Murakami et al. (2003). To imitate the reality as close as possible the user is in great need for material properties that are actually used in the simulating model.

These models require different input parameters like air flow, surfaces, dimensions of the room and the properties of the surface materials. In order to simulate the surface material interaction with the surrounding atmosphere and thus the indoor air quality, the materials ability to absorb, desorb and store substances from the air in the room has to be known.

One method to evaluate sorption phenomena for a material is described in this paper. This method, based on a sorption balance, has been used in pharmaceutical and food industry for organic materials for a long period of time. The sorption balance has in these cases been used to study sorption of water vapor on e.g. protein inhalation powders by Maa et al. (1998), morphine sulphate by Wadsö and Markova (2001), durum wheat semolina by Hébrard et al. (2003) Plant lipases by Caro et al. (2002). Inorganic materials used in buildings has also been studied such as, self leveling flooring compounds by Anderberg (2004), and the outcome has proved to be satisfactory. The method is fast in comparison to other methods and generates the important material properties involved when modeling indoor environments. In addition to studies made on water vapor, both absorption/desorption and the diffusion rate of volatile organic compounds (VOC) in surface materials are properties that can be studied in measurements performed with a sorption balance. Measurements on VOCs have been performed on polyurethane foam by Cox et al. (2001) and on vinyl flooring by Zhao et al. (2004).

This paper also presents how a sorption isotherm for water vapor in natural wool was achieved. Natural wool can be found in many applications e.g. as a part of a weave in furniture fabric or in clothes used in the indoor environment. The method described can easily be applied on VOCs and other volatile substances instead of water vapor, since the sorption balance used in this study is designed for organic compounds as well.

The content of for example moisture in a material depends, among others, on the vapor pressure of the substance in the surrounding atmosphere. The material has a certain content of the substance when in equilibrium with

* Corresponding author email: magnus.ahs@byggtek.lth.se
surrounding atmosphere. If the vapor pressure in the atmosphere surrounding the material changes, the equilibrium state is no longer present. The material responds either by an uptake or a loss of content of the substance to the surrounding atmosphere to reach equilibrium once more. This process is a continuously ongoing process. Therefore it is important to know the equilibrium content of a substance at a corresponding vapor pressure and how much and how fast it changes when modeling indoor air environments.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The method described in this paper is based on a sorption balance. The sorption balance, figure 1, is a high performance balance arranged in a climate cabinet equipped with a stable and reliable climatic control unit. The temperature is adjustable well within a range that may be expected in an indoor environment e.g. 0-50 °C. Vapor pressure of a substance is generated by mixing different proportions of a saturated gas stream and a dry gas stream, and is adjustable between completely dry to completely saturated gas. The saturated gas is generated by bubbling dry gas through a liquid substance.

![Figure 1. On the left side the sorption balance in a climate cabinet from Surface measurements System, SMS, is shown on the right side a sorption balance principle is shown.](image)

The balance, which is the key component in the system, monitors the sample mass as a function of time. It is continuously weighing the sample which is subjected to different vapor pressure levels of the active substance. The sample mass is digitally recorded on a computer at a predefined rate.

A carrying gas is conveyed through a mass flow control unit which distributes the gas in two separate tubes which are equipped with very accurate gas flow control meters. One gas tube runs through a glass vial which is filled with a liquid substance, e.g. water or VOCs that generates a saturated gas. The second gas tube works as a dry mixing gas which is mixed in different proportions with the saturated gas by the mass flow control unit to achieve the desired level of vapor pressure. The mixed gas flows past both the reference pan, (reference holder in figure 1), and the sample pan (sample holder in figure 1) at a constant speed.

Two identical glass pans hang in a symmetric microbalance which detects very small differences in sample mass, e.g. mass changes of as little as 0.1 µg is possible to recognize for sample sizes as big as 1.5 g. The material sample is put in one glass pan and the other one is empty called the reference pan. These pans should always be used in pairs to avoid systematical errors. The symmetric setup minimizes disturbances from absorbed substance on the glass pans.

The vapor pressure, in the gas stream passing the pans, is defined in a test cycle and runs in a predefined order, called a sequence. The level of vapor pressure is either set to a constant level, stepwise change or continuously increasing/decreasing level (ramping or sinusoidal). Each step runs for either a predefined time period or when a predefined maximum mass change per time unit is reached. A scanning curve is measured by ramping up or down from different levels at a low speed. This ramping application would result as a curve starting from either the...
desorption or the absorption isotherm, reaching towards to the opposite isotherm.

The balance is placed in a temperature stable climate cabinet since partial pressure is strongly temperature dependent. If the substance used in the sorption balance is water a rise in temperature of 1 °C leads to a variation of up to 10% in saturated vapor pressure. Therefore fans are installed in the cabinet which circulating the air inside to prevent temperature gradients on the instrument from influencing the test.

RESULTS
In a study by Svennberg (2005) a sorption balance of the brand DVS 1000 from Surface Measurement Systems at Lund University, has been used. In that study the absorption and desorption isotherm on 100 % natural wool for water vapor was measured.

As the study was made for water vapor, de-ionized water was used for saturating the carrying gas, which in this case was N₂. The wool sample were exposed to step changes in vapor pressure ranging from 0 % relative humidity, (RH), up to 95% RH down to 0 % RH in 10 % RH steps and the equilibrium moisture content was determined for each step. The sorption isotherm for water vapor is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Water sorption isotherm for 100% natural wool (felt, density 176 kg/m³).](image)

The rings in figure 2 shows the result from each step in the sequence and represent the ratio between equilibrium mass at a certain generated vapor pressure and the dry mass. In figure 2 it is possible to see the difference between the absorption and the desorption isotherm. If the desorption sequence is not followed through to the bottom but turns upwards again lets say from 70 % RH and slowly going up to 90 % RH, the curve would start from 70 % and finish at the 90 % RH level. This would result as a scanning curve, see arrow, figure 2.

DISCUSSION
The method is quite fast, for instance the whole sorption isotherm for wool fibers was measured during a time of approximately 72 hours. This makes it possible to run several tests after each other to make a statistical analyze of the material properties studied.

The time required for achieving one complete sorption isotherm lasts from a couple of hours for low density porous materials, such as glass wool insulation, up to about two weeks for high density porous materials such as concrete.

Comparing the obtained results with existing sorption isotherms shows that there is a strong reliability in the
material properties extracted through a sorption balance. However there are some requirements that must be met and errors to be aware of.

The sample size is limited due to two conditions, firstly the total maximum load of the sample is limited to a few grams and secondly the total mass change in the test cycle is limited to about a hundred milligrams. This makes it in some cases difficult to select a representative sample of a dense inhomogeneous material such as concrete.

The temperature in the climate cabinet is very stable. However it is possible that large and rapid fluctuations in the room temperature may influence the climate in the cabinet. This may in some cases have an effect on the results. Disturbances of this kind may be taken into account since the temperature of the climate cabinet is recorded in the data file.

The set point vapor pressure is controlled via the gas flow controllers which are very accurate. However there is a small potential error in the gas mass flows distributed. The volume of the gas is dependent on two factors, the actual vapor pressure level and the temperature. Both the vapor pressure level and the temperature dependencies are managed via a preset table which provides the correct mass flow settings. There is a possibility to validate the generated water vapor pressure by measuring the mass change of a saturated salt solution in the sorption balance. Ramping from a vapor pressure above to below the equilibrium vapor pressure level should validate that the requested vapor pressure level is the same as the generated vapor pressure level.

Other potential sources of error in this method are for instance those connected to the sample pans. It is of uppermost importance to clean the sample pans in between the tests e.g. by flushing the pans using de-ionized water. The results might otherwise be affected by the previous material. The cleaning of the sample pan also minimizes the build up of static electricity. Otherwise that will be shown as a slow but significant weight drift.

The sample pans and the reference pans should be kept in pairs to minimize errors due to different behavior during a test cycle. If sample and reference pan are made of glass they should be handled with care since glass easily cracks. If a small crack occurs, in the sample pan or the reference pan, it may be difficult to observe that with the naked eye however it may influence the result. If a crack is suspected then one way to detected it is to run a test cycle with clean empty pans and monitor the mass change. A feared crack in either of the glass pans will show as a substantial mass change during the test cycle with the empty pans.

The wire hanging down from the balance has to run free and the sample pan may not touch surrounding surfaces when in measuring position. The position of the wire may be disturbed when putting the sample pan on the hook of the wire. If the wire or sample pan touches a surface inside the instrument the balance readings are inaccurate and the mass of the sample is very unstable.

Another source of error occurs if the time defined for a vapor pressure step is too short. Then the sample mass increase/decrease per time unit at the end of the step has not yet reached a reasonably low level. If the time step at a certain vapor pressure is too short then equilibrium has not yet occurred. There is a possibility to extrapolate the results to evaluate the mass for the sample in equilibrium with belonging vapor pressure. The accuracy on the equilibrium mass is depending on many parameters e.g. how precise your extrapolation imitates the reality, how to chose sufficient number of values from the measuring for the extrapolation and so on. If the sample mass in a step has not leveled out at all it is not possible to make an extrapolation with a decent accuracy.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The sorption balance has proved to be an important instrument to use when producing sorption isotherms, which is an important material property input in many applications regarding indoor air quality simulations.

This instrument has the potential to be widely used in future research on material properties regarding different compounds e.g. VOC’s and others. This will be of great importance in order to achieve better input values in order to improve the accuracy in the results from the simulations.

With the sorption balance there is a possibility to measure the diffusion coefficient in the same measurement as the sorption isotherms are measured. The study of sorption kinetics is performed on a specimen with a well defined geometry. However this possibility has not been used very often yet.
In addition to this, details in the sorption phenomena such as the scanning curves may be studied by continuously increasing/decreasing the vapor pressure level, i.e. ramping. In certain sorption balances there is a possibility to make the vapor pressure perform a sinusoidal variation. This may also be used as an interesting tool to study how a material responds to continuously changing vapor pressures in the surrounding environment.
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Abstract

Drying of screeded floor slabs is an important issue for the building industry. However, virtually no attention is paid to the hysteresis of sorption isotherms in prediction models, mainly because of lacking data. Disregarding the hysteresis in prediction models will generate inaccurate predictions of future moisture distribution and remaining drying time. This paper presents a method for fast determination of scanning sorption isotherms and sorption isotherms by using a gravimetric vapor sorption balance. A sorption balance continuously determines the mass of a small sample subjected to a sequence of predefined vapor pressures and temperatures. Sorption isotherms and two examples of scanning sorption isotherms at 20 °C are presented. Results from three materials commonly used in screeded slabs are included, viz concrete W/C 0.65, concrete W/C 0.55, and a screed, Floor 4310 Fibre Flow. Absorption scanning curves obtained for concrete show a significant moisture history dependency as a consequence of the hysteresis of the desorption isotherm itself. Desorption scanning curves originating from the absorption isotherms indicates little influence of the moisture history.
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Introduction

Drying of residual moisture and moisture distribution in screeded floor slabs are important concerns for today’s building industry. Residual moisture is here defined as water in a material above a threshold known to cause damage to an adjacent material. Moisture coming from different sources, e.g. mixing, screeds, adhesives, and air, influences the vertical moisture distribution in the floor slab. Estimations of moisture distribution therefore require, apart from initial and boundary conditions, determination of various moisture related properties. The amount of water physically bound in the pore system corresponding to the relative humidity, RH, in the surrounding air, sorption isotherm, play a significant role in estimations of moisture distribution. However, the moisture history dependence of sorption isotherms, hysteresis, is often overlooked when performing such estimations. Sorption isotherms are indeed central to estimating residual moisture and later drying-wetting processes, e.g. when screed and flooring are applied.

Estimation of moisture distribution in one layer concrete floor slabs [1] is rather well known, while moisture distribution in two-layer slabs is not, not surprisingly, since such combinations has not been thoroughly investigated. This lack of knowledge may result in moisture related material damages and combinations of material where residual moisture may be the key factor indirectly responsible for health problems. For example, adhesive may degrade, in moist and high alkali environments, and release volatile organic compounds, e.g 1-butanol and 2-ethyl-
hexanol. High concentrations of such VOC’s are suspected to cause problems such as runny noses and eyes [2]. The residual moisture may also cause visual damage to the flooring, e.g. axial deformations, discolorations, and blisters.

Prediction models currently used to estimate drying and moisture distribution do not take into account the hysteresis phenomenon of the sorption isotherm [3-5]. Disregarding hysteresis will lead to inaccurate moisture distribution estimations, e.g. the RH level in the screed top layer adjacent to PVC-flooring. When screed and flooring are applied small amounts of water coming from the adhesive, will increase the RH substantially in the upper part of the floor slab. Underestimating this increase of RH in turn will amplify the risk of getting moisture damages. An increased awareness of this problem is needed, especially since a prolonged concrete drying time is unattractive to building contractors.

For modeling of two layer combinations, it is particularly important to recognize the hysteresis phenomena of the sorption isotherm, since scanning sorption isotherms profoundly affect the moisture redistribution. Prediction is straightforward for initial drying, when the moisture distribution follows the desorption isotherm at all depths of the slab. However, when a second layer is applied to the slab, e.g. screed, predictions of the future moisture distribution becomes more complex since hysteresis needs to be taken into account. Scanning sorption isotherms, commencing from the desorption isotherm will develop in the floor slab, e.g. when a screed is applied. These scanning absorption isotherms will start from low moisture content levels on the desorption isotherm (fig 1, curve 1 and 3) and end up at successively higher moisture content levels. When the screed eventually dries and moisture load in turn decreases, a new set of scanning desorption isotherms, (fig 1, curve 2 and 4) commencing from the endpoint of the absorption scanning isotherm.

Previous research determining scanning isotherms in cementitious materials is scarce [6-8]. Research by Ahlgren [8], was not systematically carried out and variations within a material were never investigated. In addition, the experimental set up using climate boxes as time-consuming, e.g. 1 year was needed to determine a complete isotherm. As a consequence of the long testing period significant hydration took place during the experiment and had to be considered. A detailed description of the climate box method is published in [9]. Sorption balances has been widely used in other research areas such as pharmaceutical and food industry for a long time [10-12]. The sorption balance was used on materials like sedimentary calcareous sandstone, porous glass by Anderberg and Wadsö [6] used a sorption balance to determine both sorption isotherms and scanning isotherms of self-leveling flooring compounds. An inkbottle pore-method to predict scanning was recently published [13].
This research has focused on experimental determination of isothermal scanning sorption isotherms for three different cement based materials, concrete W/C 0.65, concrete W/C 0.55, and a screed Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, SFC. A description of the method used and the investigated materials is presented as well as an estimation of the obtained accuracy of the performed measurements. Sorption isotherms have been obtained as well as two scanning sorption isotherms for each sample by using a sorption balance [14].

**Material**

Three cement-based materials were used in this study, two concrete mixes with a W/C 0.65 and W/C 0.55, and a screed, Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, SFC. Ordinary Portland cement was used in the two concretes tested. The basic binder of the SFC was aluminous cement. For a detailed description, see table 1.
Table 1. Mixture for each used material. Quantities are presented in kg/m³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>w/c 0.65</th>
<th>w/c 0.55</th>
<th>Floor 4310, Fibre Flow*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEMII/A-LL 42,5 R</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>162.5</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0-8 mm</td>
<td>976.4</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 8-12 mm</td>
<td>488.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel 8-16 mm</td>
<td>488.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminous cement</td>
<td></td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 -10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite 0.002-0.1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0.1-1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td></td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelnium 51</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0,292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mixture according to manufacturer, mass-% of dry powder

All samples were obtained from a full scale floor construction at different stages drying in a room at 60 % RH and 20 °C. The samples were never subjected to RH levels below 60 % RH. To avoid effects of carbonation, at least 5 mm of the surface layer was chiseled off immediately prior to sampling. Samples were chiseled out from the floor construction at a specific time after casting about 1-7 days prior to testing. The actual RH level of the samples was not determined. However, the final RH levels reached prior to sampling were expected to decrease with time since samples were removed during a period of over year. Considering all samples were selected close to the surface and the youngest samples were older than one month the actual RH level of the samples should be closer to 60 % RH.

Sample mass varied within a range from 20 mg to 100 mg due to the limitations of the sorption balance. Concrete samples of this size may contain a comparatively large fraction of grits that are close to inert in sorption processes, apart from the interfacial transition zones, ITZ. The amount of sorbed water in the ITZ of the larger grits is insignificant, when comparing the sorption isotherms. However, a grit fraction difference between samples significantly alters obtained sorption isotherm. In order to eliminate grit fraction differences, the cement content was determined for each sample, thus obtaining comparable sorption isotherms.

The cement ratio of the concrete samples was indirectly determined by analyzing the samples in an inductively coupled plasma atom emission spectroscopy, IPC-AES, thus obtaining the calcium content. The cement ratio, \( C_{\text{ratio}} \), of each sample was calculated by using equation (1)

\[
C_{\text{ratio}} = \frac{m_{\text{Ca}} \cdot M_{\text{CaO}}}{M_{\text{Ca}} \cdot 0.63}
\]  

where \( m_{\text{Ca}} \) represents the calcium content, \( M_{\text{CaO}} \) represents the molar mass of calcium oxide, \( M_{\text{Ca}} \) represents the molar mass of calcium, and 0.63 represents an assumed mass ratio of CaO.
in the cement used. Two different batches of cement were used. Sorption isotherms for each sample were evaluated as mass of sorped water per mass of cement.

**Method**

Scanning curves and sorption isotherms were studied using a gravimetric vapor sorption balance. The balance continuously measures the mass of a material sample subjected to a test cycle of variable RH and temperature conditions. A mix of dry and saturated nitrogen, N₂, was used to achieve the set point RH level. Nitrogen, N₂, was used to prevent carbonation of the cementitious material. Data consisting of RH, temperature, and sample mass necessary for evaluating the samples sorption isotherms were recorded on a computer. The sorption balance inside the climate cabinet is symmetric with two glass pans suspended on hang-down wires from a balance arm. Linearly increasing and decreasing RH, ramping, was used in order to determine primary scanning curves of materials rewetted after initially being dried to some 60 % RH. Slow ramping, a linear increase of less than 1 % RH/50 minutes, increase the obtained degree of equilibrium at the current RH. The sorption isotherm was determined at the same time by step changes of RH during the test cycle. A detailed description of the sorption balance is found in [14].

Screeds may be applied on both dry and wet slabs with a unique moisture history. In order to capture data from multiple moisture histories, samples were removed from parts that dried in a 60 % RH climate for different time periods. Subsequently samples were put in a glass jar on a wetted cloth to soak in deionized water for minimum 6 hours to fill the capillary pores. However to achieve a sufficient degree of saturation for the concrete samples soaking continued for at least 48 hours. Soaking time could be reduced to about 6 hours for SFC samples. Immediately after soaking the sample was put on a sample glass pan and put in the sorption balance. Initial conditions in the sorption balance were set to 95 % RH and 20° C. As the balance was unstable a short while after loading, the test sequence was started after about 10-15 seconds, to avoid oscillating recordings.

Several test cycles all including constant RH levels and ramps were arranged in a sequence at a constant temperature of 20 ° C, fig 1. This test method has previously been used on screeds [6]. Test cycles were essentially based on constant steps starting from 95 % RH down to 10 % RH up to 95 % RH and finally a 0 % RH step at the end of the cycle. During this cycle two ramps were included, thus allowing investigation of the scanning phenomenon. Both absorption and desorption scanning were examined between 70 % RH and 95 % RH at a rate of 40 to 115 minutes per % RH. Absorption scanning started from an initial desorption phase and desorption scanning started after an initial desorption phase down to 10 % RH and a continuing absorption phase up to the start level at some 90-95 % RH. Before and after the scanning, constant RH steps were set in order to quantify the degree of equilibrium obtained from the sample. Test cycles to determine a complete sorption isotherm including two scanning curves lasted about 10-15 days.
Mass equilibrium was almost reached for each RH step. The final part of each step was subjected to curve fitting using equation (2)

$$m_0(t) = m_f - (m_f - m_0(0))e^{-k(t-t_0)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \(m_0(t)\) represents the recorded sample mass at the time \(t\), \(m_0(0)\) is the initial mass at time \(t=0\), \(m_f\) represents the final mass, \(k\) is a curve fitting constant and \(t_0\) is the initial time for each curve fitting. The best fitting curve was obtained by the method of least squares.

Two definitive points on the scanning curve, the beginning and the end, are determined by two constant RH steps before and after the ramp using equation (2). In between those points it is not possible to exactly calculate the equilibrium mass due to time lags effects. The difference between the last recorded sample mass and the extrapolated mass never exceeded 0.14 % of total mass change of each step excluding the step at 0 % RH.
This difference was evenly distributed, see fig 3, to the recorded mass with maximum difference in the beginning and zero in the end, using equation (3)

$$m_1(t) = m_0(t) - \frac{(m_0(0) - m_f) \cdot (t_{\text{end}} - t)}{t_{\text{end}}} \quad (3)$$

where $m_0(t)$ represents the resulting sample mass with the evenly distributed difference added, $m_0(t)$ represents the recorded mass, $m_0(0)$ represents recorded mass at the beginning of the ramp, $m_f$ represents the extrapolated final mass before the ramp and $t_{\text{end}}$ represents the ramp’s ending time point, and $t$ represents time.

Finally, the resulting mass of the scanning $m_{\text{fr}}$ have been adjusted using equation (4)

$$m_{\text{fr}} = m_1(t) + \frac{(m_{\text{fr}} - m_0(t_{\text{end}})) \cdot t}{t_{\text{end}}} \quad (4)$$

where $m_{\text{fr}}$ represents the resulting sample mass with the evenly distributed difference added, $m_1(t)$ from equation (3), $m_{\text{fr}}$ represents the extrapolated equilibrium mass in the end of the step succeeding the ramp, $m_0(t_{\text{end}})$ represents the recorded mass at the end of the ramp, $t$ represents time, and $t_{\text{end}}$ represents the ramp’s ending time point.

The difference between the recorded and the extrapolated final mass is calculated using equation (2). This difference has the largest impact at the beginning of the scanning curve due to time lag effects. However, the difference at the end of the scanning curve is most affected.
by difference between the recorded and the extrapolated final mass at the end of the scanning curve. To minimize the time lag effects eq. 3 and 4 were used.

**Results**

Results of this study are divided into two parts. The first part, fig 4-6, presents sorption isotherms of W/C 0.65, W/C 0.55, and SFC respectively. The second part, fig 7-9, shows sorption isotherms of individual samples including adsorption and desorption scanning curves and the difference in amount of sorbed water depending on when the samples were removed from the slab.

The x-axis in figures 4-9 represents the relative humidity in % RH. The y-axis in fig 4, 5, 7, and 8 represents the moisture content, quantified as the evaporable moisture content, We, divided by cement content, C. The y-axis in fig 6 and 9 represents the moisture content per mass of material as a fraction of mass at 10 % RH.

Sorption isotherms are presented for both concrete and SFC, fig 4-6. The results clearly show a hysteresis between desorption and absorption isotherms in all investigated materials. The obtained absorption isotherms show a significantly lower scatter than the obtained desorption isotherms.

One remarkable finding is the significant history dependency, hysteresis, in the desorption isotherm itself. Desorption isotherms for concrete W/C 0.65, determined 2 months after the casting are significantly higher, between 45 - 95 % RH, than subsequently removed samples, fig 4. This is also the case for the W/C 0.55 concrete, fig 5.

An important remark regarding the results of the 1.5 months and one of the 2 months old W/C 0.65 samples has to be pointed out. Their moisture contents at saturation are significantly lower than the remaining three samples showing a We/C of about 0.22 and 0.35 compared with 0.43-0.45.

Desorption curves for the SFC indicate minor time dependency. The hydration degree does not increase much between 1 and 9 months since the main binder component in the SFC is aluminous cement.

All materials are regarded as dry at 10 % RH. Markers on the sorption isotherms represent the extrapolated water gain at each RH step. The solid lines represent a general polynomial curve fit of the markers for each sorption isotherm.

Four scanning curves for each material are presented in fig 7-9. Two obtained absorption scanning curves are shown for each material, these mainly start from the desorption isotherms at 70 % RH. Two obtained desorption scanning curves are shown for each material; these mainly start from the absorption isotherms at 95 % RH.

All measurements are performed at 20 °C.
Figure 4. Sorption isotherms for concrete W/C 0.65, samples removed at different times from the floor slab.

Figure 5. Sorption isotherms for concrete W/C 0.55, samples removed at different times from the floor slab.
Figure 6. Sorption isotherms for Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, samples removed at different times from the floor slab.

Figure 7. Sorption isotherms including absorption and desorption scanning curves for W/C 0.65.
Figure 8. Sorption isotherms including absorption and desorption scanning curves for W/C 0.55

Figure 9. Sorption isotherms including absorption and desorption scanning curves for Floor 4310 Fibre Flow
**Discussion**

Sorption and scanning isotherms were determined for samples of concrete W/C 0.65, W/C 0.55 and SFC. Significant hysteresis was observed for desorption isotherms for concrete W/C 0.65 and W/C 0.55, between 60 % - 95 % RH, fig 4, 5. The moisture content for the desorption branch decreased with an increased drying time. As a consequence the adsorption scanning isotherm decreased considerably, fig 7, 8. This does not agree with previous findings of the desorption isotherm [15]. However, this disagreement may originate from a different sample preparation. Powers first water cured the samples and then dried them to 0 % RH before determining absorption and subsequently the desorption isotherm. In addition, later research has shown that there is a risk of damaging the pore structure when drying the specimen to levels below 10 % RH [16].

To prevent structural and physical damage of the hydrates, all sorption isotherm data was obtained without exposing samples to levels below 10 % RH. However, the most important finding is that the longer a concrete is kept in a 60 % RH environment the larger the decrease of the desorption isotherm, fig 4, 5. Only minor changes were observed in the absorption isotherm above 80 % RH. A small but noticeable decrease in desorption isotherms above 60 % RH with curing time was shown for the SFC material, fig 6. Both sorption isotherms and scanning curves for SFC agrees well with previous research on similar material [6].

The absorption scanning curves show that the moisture content increases at a low rate at an early stage. A loss of mass was recorded in the beginning (not visible in the diagram) due to time lag effects. As the relative RH level increases, the moisture content increases and the curve ascends towards the absorption isotherm. In this first phase the moisture is probably accumulated mostly as adsorption on the pore walls made available after previous drying. As the scanning curve approaches the boundary absorption curve, it curves upwards more and more. This curving upwards is most probably due to a gradual transition from adsorption on the pore walls to capillary condensation in the pores. When the RH level increases, the absorption scanning curve comes closer to the boundary absorption curve. However, the curve appears never to cross the boundary defined by the absorption isotherm. Most likely the absorption scanning curve reaches the boundary absorption isotherm at 100 % RH, as stated earlier by Powers [15].

Desorption scanning curves, starting from the absorption isotherm, is for a minute period parallel to the x-axis and then descend and softly turns towards the desorption isotherm. From the results of this study it is not possible to suggest if the desorption scanning curve hits the desorption isotherm above 0 % RH. However, the results clearly demonstrate that an ascending absorption scanning curve could cross a descending desorption scanning curve, see figure 8.

The decrease of sorption isotherms of concrete through aging is often explained as structural changes of the material due to hydration. In this study however, hydration could not completely explain the decrease of desorption isotherm branches with an increased drying time. A rough estimate showed that all samples taken from the large specimens had an equal degree of hydration, about 0.8. The hydration degree was estimated judging from both the total porosity based on water content at saturation, see figure 3 and 4, and the drying conditions of the samples. Below 80 % RH hydration of cement grains virtually ceases [17].

An equal hydration would imply an equal amount of physically bound water at the desorption branch in the range from 60 % RH to 95 % RH. However, the desorption isotherm decreased
significantly with drying time in that range. It is not possible to completely eliminate differences in hydration degree since it was never determined. There is a possibility that the desorption isotherm is affected by the moisture history of the material itself, an indication of a hysteresis effect previously not found in literature.

A comparison of the amount of sorbed water at saturation showed a relatively small spread for the samples, see figure 4 and 5. However, two samples, 1.5 and 2 months old respectively, showed significantly lower moisture content at saturation. One probable cause of this difference is that these samples were removed too early from the wet cloth, thus not reaching a saturated state. This is clearly seen when comparing the water content at 100 % RH, see figure 4, where the We/C is about 0.22 and 0.37 for the two samples compared with 0.43 - 0.45 for the remaining samples.

Since the boundary sorption isotherms and scanning curves were determined at the same time the sample mass was checked before and after scanning to see whether the process was reversible. The results from this examination indicated that both absorption scanning starting from the desorption isotherm and desorption scanning starting from the absorption isotherm were reversible.
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Moisture distribution in screeded concrete slabs

Abstract

Residual moisture in screeded concrete slabs is transported towards the screed as it redistributes from interior parts after flooring. As the humidity increases the achieved level may exceed the critical humidity level, thus promoting deterioration of adjacent materials. A qualitative model of moisture distribution in screeded concrete slabs is presented through different production phases. From this model it is possible to make clear humidity changes which are important when making predictions of the future humidity achieved beneath flooring, as corresponding moisture properties are affected by such changes. The relative humidity, RH, distribution was determined before flooring and after a certain time of redistribution in nine concrete slabs made of w/c 0.65 and w/c 0.4 concrete screeded with w/c 0.55 cement mortar and Floor 4310 Fibre Flow. The redistribution of humidity is clearly demonstrated in the results section, where the humidity increase beneath flooring is exemplified. The initial moisture distribution and subsequent changes determined in the nine screeded concrete slabs fitted the presented qualitative model. This model may be used to develop current moisture distribution prediction tools further by introducing a more complex interrelation between moisture changes and corresponding changes in moisture related properties.
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1 Introduction

Drying of residual moisture in concrete floor slabs has been brought into focus during the last decade. Residual moisture in concrete is water remaining after the requirements associated with i.a. pouring and curing are fulfilled. Depending on the water/cement ratio and environmental conditions, different quantities of water will be released to the surroundings until moisture equilibrium is obtained. If a moisture barrier is installed on the slab top i.a. PVC flooring, residual moisture will redistribute and increase the humidity in the surface. To reduce the humidity level attained beneath the flooring, drying of residual moisture in concrete slabs is crucial. Drying of concrete slabs is regularly overlooked at the construction site, despite the fact that it is e.g. time consuming, difficult to accelerate, and often on the critical path.

Insufficiently dried concrete slabs in the presence of high alkali levels have been accused to promote and sustain degradation of adhesives beneath PVC-floorings [1]. Degrading adhesives are known to emit volatile organic compounds, VOC, to the indoor environment [2]. Exposure of such VOC’s in high concentration has a negative health impact on people living or working in such environments [3]. Emissions originating from the damaged floor constructions are of rather low concentration. The impact on health regarding long term exposure of such low concentrations is not yet established [4]. However, research has shown a
higher frequency of people experiencing diffuse health related symptoms when staying in buildings suffering from such damages. These symptoms are hard to correlate to moisture damaged floor constructions as they appear as, i.a. runny nose and irritated respiratory passages.

Moisture distribution determination in concrete floor slabs, especially screeded concrete slabs is difficult. Independent of the applied method, the outcome becomes affected by uncertainties originating from, i.a. sampling methods, equipment or unforeseen moisture losses from samples prior to testing. One recently developed method to determine the relative humidity, RH, in a concrete slab is based on long term monitoring and logging of the RH. The temperature effects on in-situ measurements of RH are easy to realize when looking on a diagram of the results obtained through long term in-situ measurements [5].

Prediction of moisture distribution in screeded concrete slabs is even more difficult. It is not only strongly dependent on precise characterization of the comprising materials but also a detailed knowledge of moisture/material interactions, drying time, drying conditions and concrete/screed moisture interactions. Common draw backs in current models [6-8] are besides simplified moisture related properties for materials used in floor constructions, often poorly described moisture interactions between flooring, screed, and concrete. Current models may therefore generate predictions impaired by large uncertainties.

This study presents a model to qualitatively analyze the moisture distribution in a screeded concrete slab. The model is described in section 2, where the moisture distribution is shown for two cases through four phases. A condensed description of vital moisture related aspects of each phase is included. In order to verify the model the moisture distribution was determined on a number of screeded slabs before flooring and after redistribution. The experimental set up is described in section 3 and the moisture distribution before and after flooring in each slab is presented in section 4. In section 5 the results are discussed and a quantitative model is proposed along with a detailed description how drying and moisture redistribution may affect the obtained humidity of a specific point in a material.

2 Qualitative model

This section presents a qualitative model describing moisture distribution in screeded concrete slabs during construction. The model covers the time from pouring of the structural slab, continues with screed casting and finishes after flooring installation.

Moisture is evenly distributed in a freshly poured concrete slab. During hydration, the humidity level decreases uniformly as a result of moisture binding chemically to the cement. Further drying occurs when the exterior humidity is lower than the interior slab humidity. The surfaces dry first as this moisture must be released prior to the interior moisture. This moisture variation through the slab is presented as a moisture distribution profile, showing the slab center humidity in relation to the surfaces.

When a screed is applied on the slab, moisture from the screed will rewet the slab surface and redistribution of the interior moisture will initiate. Owing to the wet screed the humidity in the slab top surface will increase. However, drying at the slab base and screed top continues. The screed humidity decreases as some moisture becomes chemically bound. Finally,
impermeable flooring is applied on the screed and as a result the residual moisture redistributes.

Figure 1 presents two cases of screeded concrete representing important events related to moisture distribution. The top figure illustrates a screed applied on a newly poured concrete slab and the figure below illustrates when the screed is applied on an old concrete slab subjected to years of drying. In each phase the dotted line represents initial moisture distribution and the solid line represents the moisture distribution prior to entering next phase. The double dashed/solid line separates the phases from each other and in addition also indicates maximum moisture level. It may be used for comparing the difference in absolute level between both cases and phases.

Figure 1. Phase 1 shows the distribution of residual moisture in a concrete slab. A wet screed is applied in phase 2. The applied screed dries in phase 3, and finally in phase 4 flooring is installed.

Phase 1. Drying of a concrete slab’s residual moisture

A. This profile illustrates the moisture distribution of a slab during initial drying. It is obtained as a result of a vertical moisture flow from the humid slab center through the bottom and top surfaces. The slab surfaces have lost a lot of moisture in relation to the slab interior. A steep gradient on the moisture profile indicates a larger moisture flow in relation to a flat.

B. Like case A. However, this illustration shows a slab where drying has proceeded further. The moisture level in the central parts of the slab has dried significantly.

Phase 2. Applying a screed on top of the slab

A. In this phase a screed is applied on the concrete slab. The screed top surface dries through a moisture release to the less humid surroundings. Moisture flow at the slab top surface becomes reversed and as a consequence the screed base dries. However, on the expense of the slab top surface becoming increasingly humid. Just above the slab center moisture transport is still directed towards the screed. However, the direction of moisture flow at the slab base remains unaffected. Additionally, drying in the screed occurs owing to the cement’s chemical moisture binding.

B. Like case A. However, the moisture level difference between slab and screed is significant, implying that the slab has a larger capacity to receive moisture from the screed compared to case A.
Phase 3. Drying of the screed’s residual water

A. A significant amount of moisture has dried from the screed. Near the slab surface a considerable humidity increase is showing. The screed’s top surface humidity is lower than in the base. This is a result of moisture redistributed from the interior parts of the slab.

B. Like case A. However, the moisture level in the slab is substantially lower than the screed. Moisture is still being transferred down from the screed into the slab.

Phase 4. Installation of an impermeable flooring and redistribution of moisture

A. The surface is covered with moisture impermeable flooring, an efficient barrier reducing moisture transport from the screed surface. The screed no longer dries but becomes increasingly humid as a result of moisture redistributing from interior parts of the slab to the top surface. Drying will follow when the moisture flow from the screed becomes larger than the flow towards it. Future moisture profiles will never exceed this last phase, unless moisture is supplied from the exterior.

B. Like case A. Further drying of the central parts of the screed occurs as additional moisture is relocated down into the slab and up towards the flooring. Yet some moisture is transferred from the slab center towards the screed.

3 Experimental set up

3.1 Material

Nine screeded slabs, covering an area of 800*1200 mm², with PVC-flooring on top were used in this study. Eight solid slabs were cast and preconditioned in the laboratory, the ninth a hollow core slab, HCS, was cast in a factory. The solid slabs were made of concrete, C, see table 1, and separated into two batches by their thicknesses, see table 2. Batch 1, consisted of slab 1-4, 110 mm thick and batch 2, slab 5-8, 220 mm thick. Batch 3 the HCS was manufactured with CHCS, 265 mm thick with 5 longitudinal core holes.

Two different screeds were applied on the slab surfaces, cement mortar, M, and a self-leveling flooring compound, SFC. The SFC labeled Floor 4310 Fibre Flow, manufactured by Maxit, was delivered as a dry powder mix in 25 kg bags. A detailed description of concrete, mortar and SFC mixes is found in table 1.
Table 1. Mixture description of the used materials. The quantities are presented in kg/m³.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>CHCS</th>
<th>SFC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/c ratio</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM II/A-LL 42,5 R</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEM I 52,5 R</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>390</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland Cement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminous cement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5-20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolomite 0.002-0.1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0.1-1 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 0.8 mm</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>973</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 6-13 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>851</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand 8-12 mm</td>
<td>489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel 8-16 mm</td>
<td>489</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenium 51</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>2,9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mixture according to manufacturer, mass-% of dry powder, density~1900 kg/m³*

All surfaces and material connections around the circumference were sealed with self adhesive bitumen aluminum sheets, aluminum tape without bitumen were also used. Cavities remaining after RH distribution sampling were filled with a self expanding foam, DANA Joint - & insulation foam 591.

### 3.2 Methods

**Formwork**

Coated plywood, 13 mm, was used as formwork for the solid concrete slabs. Each form was put on a pallet, 800*1200 mm. Before pouring the forms were prepared with form oil, using an ordinary paint brush. No reinforcement bars were put inside the form. However, lifting tools were fixed on one vertical plywood sheet prior to pouring, to facilitate handling of the heavy concrete slabs in the laboratory. The web above the HCS mid core hole was cut off forming a 100*800 mm slit. Coated plywood sheets painted with form oil were used as formwork on each side of the mid core.

**Pouring slab**

Concrete pouring was carried out in laboratory conditions, in formwork prepared for each of the three different batches. The HCS mid core hole was filled with material C through the slit. All castings were cured for 2 days covered by a plastic sheet, thereafter the formwork was stripped. Subsequently the vertical edges on each slab were sealed with self adhesive bitumen coated aluminum sheets to obtain one dimensional moisture flow.

**First drying**

All slabs were drying in a climate room at 20 °C and 60 % RH. Batch 1 was dried laying flat on coated plywood and Batch 2 was vertically tilted to better obtain double sided drying.

In order to accelerate drying, slab 7 and 8 were put in a climate box, for 269 days at 32 °C, 39 days after pouring. The humidity in the climate box was obtained with Sodium Bromide,
NaBr, saturated salt solution, which generates an equilibrium humidity of 55 % RH at 32 °C, [9].

Pouring screed
Prior to screed application a primer, Optiroc 6000, was evenly spread on each slab top surface by using an ordinary paint brush. Mixing was carried out in the laboratory by using a concrete mixer. Slab 1, 2, 6, and 8 were applied with 40 mm of material SFC, slab 3, 4, 5, and 7 with 40 mm of material M, see table 2. The HCS was applied with 60 mm of material SFC. All screeds were cured for 2 days, covered by a plastic sheet. Sealing of vertical screed edges were completed subsequent to curing, by using self adhesive bitumen coated aluminum sheets.

Second drying
After curing the screed, all slabs were put in a 20 ºC and 60 % RH climate for additional screed drying. Slabs in batch 2 were once again vertically tilted.

Installation of flooring
At the day of flooring, adhesive was applied on the screed top surface. The quantity of applied adhesive is found in table 2. Flooring installation was completed within 10 minutes after adhesive application. Immediately after flooring, additional aluminum tape without bitumen was used to seal the flooring rim to the previously installed aluminum sheets on the vertical slab edges.

Table 2. Description of drying and material application sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slab No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Drying [days]</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screed</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SFC</td>
<td>SFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Drying [days]</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive [m²/l]</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooring</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>PVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redistr.[days]</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Initial drying time of the C filling of the mid core. The HCS is cast approx. 60 days earlier.

Determination of moisture distribution
The RH profile in all nine slabs was determined prior to flooring and after a certain time of moisture redistribution. All samples were obtained at least 100 mm from the vertical aluminum sealing on the slab to avoid possible edge effects. To avoid possible drying disturbances, moisture profiles were always obtained no less than 260 mm from prior sampling.

Samples were obtained vertically through the slab using a 90 mm core drill gradually penetrating the concrete in sections of 20 – 30 mm. Each section was chiseled of and crushed into gravel size pieces. Immediately after crushing, pieces of 5-15 mm size were put in glass test tubes, instantly sealed with elastic rubber plugs. Pieces considered to contain a high degree of cement pasta were selected in order to maximize the moisture quantity.

The RH was measured by using a carefully calibrated RH sensor, Vaisala HMP-44, inserted in the test tube. These sensors were connected to a computer logging system displaying the
readings as curves in a diagram on a screen. When the curve in the diagram had leveled out
the actual reading was performed, some 12-48 hours after inserting the sensor in the test tube.
The RH sensors were preconditioned in 20 °C and 55 % RH prior to measurements.

One day after drilling, the cavities were filled with self expanding foam DANA 591. No water
was used for lubricating the core drill when sampling.

4 Results

Moisture distribution was determined in each slab prior to flooring, thin dashed lines, and
after redistribution, thick solid lines, see fig 2. RH is shown on the x-axis in % RH and the y-
axis represents the vertical distance in mm from the slab surface, positive figures for
increasing depth. Each line marker represents the obtained RH level in each section. Flooring
installation is defined as day 0 (zero) and each legend states when the profile was obtained in
relation to flooring. The screed/concrete boundary is visualized in the top of each figure using
a horizontal thick solid line. Dashed lines in the HCS figure represent edges of the
longitudinal mid core hole.

The diagram representing slab 1 displays the RH distribution 1 day and 206 days after
flooring. Each RH measurement has an uncertainty of 1 - 2 % RH, therefore changes within
this range may not be significant. Drying of the screed base, at the 30 mm level has decreased
the RH from 93 to 87 % RH; a virtually uniform moisture profile in the screed is shown.
Throughout the concrete slab, a considerable decrease exceeding 5 % RH is shown after
moisture redistribution.

The moisture distribution in slab 2 was obtained 47 and 5 days prior to flooring and after 158
days of redistribution. Before flooring significant drying in excess of 10 % RH is shown in the
top 60 mm of the slab. The screed humidity increase after 158 days of redistribution is about 5
% RH. The humidity decrease of nearly 10 % RH in the concrete base indicates significant
drying through the coated plywood.

In slab 3 the RH distribution is shown 56 and 14 days prior to and 158 days after flooring.
Duplicate samples were obtained from different locations in the slab, 56 days before flooring.
Screed humidity drops considerably about 7 -10 % RH during the first 42 days of drying.
After flooring the humidity level increases significantly, from 74 to 86 % RH in the top 20
mms of screed. Additionally, after 158 days of redistribution slab humidity has decreased
about 4 % RH almost uniformly.

The moisture distribution in slab 4 is shown 48 and 6 days prior to flooring, and 157 days
after redistribution. The screed humidity has decreased substantially during the initial 42 days
of drying, about 7 - 5 % RH. The moisture level 50 mm below flooring has decreased about 2
- 4 % RH, showing larger decrease at the base, comparing the moisture profile obtained 6
days prior to flooring with 157 days of redistribution. The screed humidity has increased
about 2 - 7 % RH after redistribution, the larger increase was found at the 10 mm level close
to the flooring.

After 269 days of redistribution shown in slab 5, humidity increases considerably about 10 %
RH in the screed compared with the profile obtained 3 days before flooring. A minor
humidity increase in the slab top section is also indicated. The performed measurements also
suggest a humidity decrease in the slab base after redistribution.
In slab 6 measurements performed, day -3 and 269, clearly show an increase of humidity from 68 to 81 % RH in the screed. A humidity decrease of 5 % RH is demonstrated in the slab base. Notice the moisture level is nearly unchanged around the slab centre. Over all moisture has redistributed and drying of the slab base has occurred.

Moisture distribution determined for the drier slab 7 shows a slight decrease in the screed top of about 1 - 4 % RH after 91 days of redistribution. Over all the moisture profile obtained after redistribution is more or less equal to the moisture distribution obtained prior to flooring. However, the RH profile has flattened out in the screed layer and the slab bottom surface has dried further.

After 91 days of redistribution, the RH level in slab 8 increases 10 mm beneath the flooring. A moisture level decrease is shown both 30 mm and 50 mm below the screed top surface. The RH has increased between the 70 mm and 190 mm level.

The last three moisture profiles, HCS 1-3, shows the moisture distribution on samples obtained form the HCS, 16 days prior to flooring and 273 days after. HCS 1 represents the humidity above the core hole next to the concrete filled mid core hole. A significant humidity increase, from 68 to 78 % RH is shown in the screed surface and a minor decrease from 75 to 72 % RH in the HCS web at 90 mm level.

HCS 2 displays the results from RH determination performed on material from the wall separating mid core hole from the neighbour core hole. Top screed humidity has increased some 3 - 5 % RH. The results from the slab mid section, at 175 mm depth, shows a strange looking profile before flooring and after redistribution. This could be a result of the horizontal moisture distribution. However, a clear 5 % RH decrease in humidity is shown in the slab base.

HCS 3 diagram shows the moisture profiles on samples obtained from the concrete filled mid core hole. A minor increase 1 - 2 % RH is shown in the top screed. Throughout the concrete filling, 60 mm and below, the moisture level has decreased form about 4 - 5 % RH, slightly lower levels in the HCS base.
Figure 2. Moisture distribution determined for two SFC screeded concrete slabs on plywood before flooring (dashed lines) and after a certain time of redistribution (solid lines).

Figure 3. Moisture distribution determined for two M screeded concrete slabs on plywood before flooring (dashed lines) and after a certain time of redistribution (solid lines).
Figure 4. Moisture distribution determined for one M (left) and one SFC (right) screeded concrete slabs before flooring (dashed lines) and after a certain time of redistribution (solid lines).

Figure 5. Moisture distribution determined for one M (left) and one SFC (right) screeded concrete slab before flooring (dashed lines) and after a certain time of redistribution (solid lines).
5 Discussion

5.1 Comparing slab 1 and 2, Case B
The influence of screed drying time on redistribution is discussed by comparing slab 1 and 2. The screed on both slab 1 and 2 had dried for 48 days, see table 2, when moisture profile 1 d and -47 d was obtained in slab 1 and 2 respectively. Both these profiles are therefore almost identical. These two profiles show an elevated RH level in the screed/concrete corresponding to Case B phase 3 in the qualitative model. Slab 2 dried additional 42 days before a new RH profile -5 d was obtained. Judging from the obtained -5 d moisture profile in slab 2, drying has occurred mainly through the screed. The profiles 206 d, slab 1, and 157 d, slab 2, were obtained at the same day. Slab 1’s shorter drying and longer moisture redistribution resulted in a more uniform screed moisture profile compared to slab 2. The moisture profile obtained in slab 1 after redistribution corresponds to phase 4 case B in the qualitative model. Further drying before flooring in slab 2 was accompanied by 158 days of moisture redistribution. This time was insufficient to achieve complete moisture redistribution in the screed. The moisture levels in slab 1 and 2 are almost equal from slab center and below, both before flooring and after redistribution, clearly demonstrating equal drying conditions were achieved through the coated plywood at the base.

5.2 Comparing slab 2 with 3 and 4, Case B
The influence of different screed materials with respect to moisture redistribution is discussed by comparing slab 2 with slab 3 and 4. The screed dried for 48 days before the moisture
profiles were determined on slab 3, -56 d, and slab 4, -48 d. Almost identical moisture profiles were obtained from slab 3 and 4. The elevated screed humidity in (slab 2) is not showing, probably a consequence of self desiccation in the mortar. Additional moisture profiles -14 d and -6 d were obtained the same day as profile -5 d for slab 2. These three moisture profiles are rather similar indicating that moisture has dried mainly through the screed as for slab 2 and moisture transfer rate is higher through hardened SFC compared to hardened mortar. They also indicate that the self desiccation diminishes with time as hydration mainly occurs early after pouring. The moisture distribution was finally determined after 149 and 157 days of redistribution in slab 3 and 4, on the same day as slab 2. Moisture in the screed of slab 4 still needs additional time to achieve a uniform distribution. The lower part of slab 3 and 4 shows equal moisture profiles with regards taken to uncertainties. Finally, further drying of the slabs would occur mostly through the slab base as this is more open to moisture transport than PVC flooring. Therefore it is likely that the future profile will concur with phase 4 in the proposed qualitative model.

5.3 Comparing slab 7 with 8, Case B
The affect on residual moisture redistribution due to long drying of different screeds is discussed by comparing slab 7 and 8. Screed drying on slab 7 and 8 lasted for 35 days prior to determining the moisture profiles, -5 d. The achieved RH profiles demonstrated the elevated moisture levels in the screed, corresponding to Case B phase 3 in the qualitative model. However, mortar self desiccation diminished the elevated screed moisture level in slab 7 compared to slab 8. In addition the benefits of the open SFC did not occur as a result of the short drying time. Both slabs were showing, within uncertainties, equally dry slab centers and bases. Flooring was applied on both slabs 40 days after screed application followed by 91 days of redistribution. A complete redistribution was not obtained 91 days after flooring. The moisture distribution after 91 days in slab 7 shows a drying of the screed and the slab top. This may be a result of uncertainties having an unfavorable impact on the achieved results. The determined humidity after redistribution may be too low compared to the true humidity in the 10 mm level and too high before the flooring. Regarding slab 8’s redistribution, moisture from the screed center has redistributed down into the top, but also upwards to the screed top. Both slabs, in particular slab 8, correspond to Case B’s 4th phase in the qualitative model.

5.4 Comparing slab 5 with 6, Case A
The influence of early flooring application on two different screed materials on moisture redistribution is discussed by comparing slab 5 and 6. Drying of the mortar in slab 5 and SFC in slab 6 lasted for 261 and 259 days respectively until the moisture profiles, -3 d, were obtained. The determined moisture profiles correspond well to phase 3 Case A in the qualitative model as the moisture profile for slab 5 and 6 both show pronounced drying of the screed and an equally pronounced drying of the slab base. The mortar in slab 5 has dried less compared with the SFC in slab 6. This benefit is achieved through initial self desiccation in the mortar. However, the benefit diminishes in the long run as the hardened mortar becomes less open to moisture transport compared to the SFC. The moisture profile was determined after 269 days of redistribution. The humidity increase in the mortar in slab 5 is considerable and clearly shows the effect of moisture redistributing from the slab center and up. The moisture level increase showing in the upper 200 mm of slab 5 is within the uncertainties and is therefore not significant. In slab 6, moisture from the slab center has redistributed to the top and increased the screed humidity, thus obtaining a uniform moisture profile. However, besides the continuing drying of the slab base, additional moisture will redistribute to the screed top as the maximum level is not yet achieved after 269 days of redistribution. Moisture
profiles determined for slab 5 and 6 after the achieved redistribution concur to phase 4 Case A in the qualitative model.

5.5 HCS1-3

Moisture profiles obtained from the hollow core slab in section HCS1-3 are not compared with the qualitative model owing to the significant horizontal moisture transfer occurring as a consequence of the non solid slab*.

Moisture profiles labeled -16 d in HCS1-3 were obtained after 122 days after screed application. Flooring application was completed 16 days after obtaining the first moisture profile. Redistribution maintained for 273 days until the humidity profiles after flooring were obtained. The -16 d profile of HCS1 clearly shows significant drying from the screed base and down into the HCS top as well as drying upwards. The significant downward drying may be a consequence of the reduced cross section above the empty core hole. The HCS1 redistribution profile demonstrated a significant humidity increase in the screed top originating from both vertical and horizontal moisture redistribution. Downward drying is also showing through the web top.

The moisture profile HCS2 determined for the web segment dividing the empty and the filled core hole showed some drying upwards, some moisture was also drying through the slab base. HCS2 profile shows disturbances in the slab center mainly originating from the horizontal moisture redistributing from the filling in the mid core hole through the web segment. The HCS2 screed top shows an increase as a consequence of 2-dimensional moisture redistribution. Web center profiles are less disturbed by the horizontal redistribution. Drying through the web base is significantly showing in the moisture profile of HCS2.

HCS3 moisture distribution 16 days before flooring shows drying through the screed top. The uniformly distributed moisture profile in HCS3 may be explained both by horizontal drying through the web to the neighbor core holes and vertical drying through the web base. HCS3 is showing a small increase in the top as a result of mainly vertical moisture redistribution from the filling. Further uniform drying is showing in the filling as a result of the horizontal drying through the web walls. The profile HCS3 shows lower humidity levels at the base compared to the filling center as a result from further downward drying.

* However, HCS 3 obtained in the filled core hole could judging from the obtained results without to much trouble be compared with the qualitative model Case B.

5.6 Quantitative model

One way to evaluate the moisture distribution profile in a screeded slab is to determine the moisture profile prior to flooring and suggest a complete redistribution, assuming isotherm conditions. Provided no occurrence of drying, residual moisture will redistribute until achieving a uniform RH level through the slab. Such a model needs three inputs, the distribution of RH before flooring, the thickness of each section, and the moisture capacity of each material. This model results in a simple equation, proposed below, to determine the uniform humidity distribution achieved in the screed surface, $\text{RH}_\infty$ [% RH],

\[ \text{RH}_\infty = \frac{\sum (\text{RH}_i \times \text{Thickness}_i)}{\sum \text{Thickness}_i} \]

where $\text{RH}_i$ is the relative humidity of the ith layer and Thickness$_i$ is the thickness of the ith layer.
\[
RH_\infty = \frac{\sum_{i} RH_i \cdot d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i}{\sum_{i} d_i \cdot \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i}
\]  

where \( RH_i \) [% RH] represents the average level determined in segment \( d_i \) [mm], \( w \) [kg/m\(^3\)] represents the section’s moisture content, \( \left( \frac{\partial w}{\partial RH} \right)_i \) [kg/m\(^3\)] represents average moisture capacity of each section.

Uncertainties are introduced when evaluating the \( RH_\infty \) according to eq. 1. Provided the moisture distribution prior to flooring is close to uniform, these uncertainties are moderate. However, if flooring is applied early after screed application, the unevenly distributed moisture will need time to redistribute according to eq. 1. In such cases it becomes increasingly important to consider governing moisture transport properties, like diffusion, and time lag effects. A reduction of the uncertainties of \( RH_\infty \) may be achieved not only through an increased accuracy of the determined moisture humidity in each section, but also by reducing each section thickness.

There is however a more profound technique to decrease the uncertainty of \( RH_\infty \). Moisture capacities may be obtained from the results from sorption isotherm measurements [10]. As drying/wetting cycles occur in certain sections, scanning curves between absorption and desorption isotherms also needs to be addressed in order to further decrease the uncertainties.

### 5.7 A description of desorption and absorption scanning

This approach to reduce uncertainties may be illustrated using the 10 mm level beneath flooring in slab 2 as an example, labeled Q. The current moisture content of a finite material element is determined by the preceding moisture history. As the humidity decreases during initial drying, Q will first follow a descending path along the boundary desorption isotherm, 1\(^{st}\) phase of case B in the qualitative model represented by \( Q_1 \) in figure 2. 5 days prior to flooring point Q has descended on the desorption curve to \( Q_2 \), see figure 7. As the screed is applied, moisture will penetrate through the top 10 mm soon increasing the humidity in Q, 2\(^{nd}\) phase. As the humidity increases Q’s path will leave the boundary desorption curve and ascend along a new curve, scanning curve, crossing the area between desorption and absorption isotherms, represented by \( Q_3 \), see figure 7. The moisture capacity of the scanning curve is low which implies that a small increase in moisture content results in a large increase in humidity [% RH]. This scanning is a consequence of the hysteresis [11] exhibited by cement based materials. During redistribution, the humidity once again starts to decrease, in Q. The descending scanning curve will not retrace the preceding ascending scanning curve when the humidity decreases.
If these theories and scanning curves also were implicated in moisture redistribution calculations uncertainties would decrease further. At present a new theory has been developed for prediction of both ascending and descending scanning curves in concrete [12]. This model needs to be scrutinized before implicated in moisture distribution prediction models. So far only a few scanning curves for a few cement based materials are attainable in the literature [12-15].

6 Conclusions

Comparing the qualitative model of the moisture redistribution with the results obtained before flooring and after a certain time of redistribution indicate that moisture after flooring will redistribute according to the proposed model. This is useful with regards to moisture redistribution simulations, as simulating tools should include the hysteresis concrete exhibits. If hysteresis is not included the simulations should be performed step wise in order to grasp the scanning phenomenon, thus reducing the obtained uncertainty.
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